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.Jr., Ph.D., Purdue University, Rugust,
Portability. Maj~ Professor: .Jay
Magnetic tape portability problems still exist after.
nearly two decades. This thesis identifies and suggests
solutions fat"" several of these incompatability problems.
The specific problem addressed is that of producing a
procedure whereby a magnetic tape generated by a source
computer can be transformed into a magnetic tape acceptable
to a target computer.
The method chosen for examining this problem is the
design of a user oriented tape transformation algorithm.
The algorithm is not dependent on any specific sourLe
computer and is limited only by physical constraints on
the target computer and its associated tape drives. Tables
and algorithms provide the mapping capabilities from 0ne
data type to another and from on~ computer to another.
The algorithm does not encompass all
discussed in the thesis.
of the probl~IIIS
viii
Difficulties arising when reading and writing magnetic
tapes are discussed with proposed solutions. R suggestion
for data description is presented al-ong with 50me
operational guidelines for creating and transforming
wagnetic tapes. R seven step procedure is given for
transforming a magnetic tape.
The salient features of the a1gorit~m are embodied in
a Fortran implementation on the CDC R50fj in which the
machine dependent routines are well identified. R
call Bction of twenty test cases) originating from fifteen
diffen:mt gr-oups, are synthesi·zed to illustrate current
problems in magnetic tape portability. The source computers
IJJere mamlfactured by IBM. Control Data. Modcomp, Siemens,
Univac, Honeywell and DEC. In all cases but one the target
computer was the CDC 6500.
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CHRPTER 1
THE NEED FOR DRTR BRSE PORTRBILITY
GENERRL COMMENTS
The computer LiSeI'" of today has access to more data than
eV81'" befor-e. He would like to be able to extt'"'act
information' from a data base without being concerned with
the campl exi ties of ·how the data is stored. The computing
cents!'", as a result, is becoming more involved in handling
large amounts of data. They too would like to Keep the
user from having to understand how the data is stored.
This allows the computing center to make changes to the
system that involve the addition or removal of devices such
as drums, discs or tapes with a minimum of upheaval. In
essence then the goal of both the user and the computing
center is to make the mass storage devices transparent to
the user-.
The current use of highel""-l eve 1 I anguages such as Cobol,
FOl""t~an, PL/1, Rlgol, Jovial, etc. has made the taSK of
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program conversion to different computers much easier.
Progr~ms moved from one computer configuration to another
have fared l'"F.lther well pt-oviding that they were not
programmed to be machine-dependent. On the other hand,
the transferring of 1arge 'amounts of data has not been as
5uccessful since methods to describe data have not met with
universal approval.
IHE )JgE~IHE USER
The typical user of computers today has less total
knowledge of the computer system than ever before. This
is dllS to the inct'"easing campl exi ty of computer systems
a5 well a5 the method in which the user is being educated
in the use of computers. Over a decade ago, the user was
familiar with one higher level-programming language as well
as understanding the princip18s of assembl If 1anguage and
machine architecture. The typical user today is conversant
primcwi 1y in higher-l evel 1anguages. He has been taught
to use the computer as a tool and the mass storage devices
are tt-ansparent to him. This 1ack of knOlul edge hUl'"ts the
useI'" when he is faced with the pl'"oblem of obtaining media,
such as cards or magnetic tapes, that contain useful data
but do not conform to his current computer system.
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In particular, a user requesting data from other computer
instal lations most often cannot control either the format
of the data or the storage media on which it is placed.
If he purchases the data, a predescribed format often
machine and system dependent already exists. The typical
USBI'"" assumes that if he is sent t·he data in a computer
readable form then it can be read on all computel'"s. It
is a prevalent notion that magnetic tapes can be read
without difficulty on any computer the same as punched.cards
can be read by any card reader.
This device transparency is beginning to backfire on
computer centers. Since the average user believes that
all media is easi 1y transferabl e.' he has no i'"egard for the
difficulties involved in moving lat'"ge amounts of data
betuJeen non-compatibl e computet'"'S.
assistance is needed fat'" the uset'"o
DEFINI nor·ls RND TERI1INOLOGY
The fol lowing definitions at'"e used:
field
Education a'S well as
the ~nal1est unit of data to be pt'"ocessed. It
may be as sma 11
at'" mot'"e characters.
as one bit at'" as large as one
a series of fields related to a common subject.
file
a collection of all of the records of a similar
type.
da1;a base
a collection of one or more files that reside
in a form acceptable as input to a large scale
digital computer.
£hysical record
this is the data that resides between two phy~ical
end of record g~ps on a magnetic tape. On some
systems this is referred to as a block.
be composed of one or more logical records.
E.Qrtable
to be easily carried.
portable data base
It may
a data base that may be easily carried to another
computer system and used at another site. It
is in a form acceptable as input to a large scale
digital computer.
t~ansfOFmation
The term transformation has been chosen
5
to
represent the conversion or translation from one
data form to another. The terms conversion and
translation are not used since they have different
meanings for IBM System 360/310 users.
so~rce computer
the computer on which the original data base was
created.
ta~get computer
the computer on which the data base containing
the transformed data is to be used.
THE INCRERSING USE OF DRTR BRSE MRNRGEMENT SYSTEMS
R large number of data bases today are created and
accessed using Generalized Data Base Management Systems
(GDBMS). GDBMS have evolved throughout the years from the
early report writers and report generators. Rlthough
developments in GDBMS have taken place since 1958 (Minke~
1969), con5ide~able effort has been expended in in the 16st
four to five years.
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State of the a~t reviews have been p~ovided by C~imenson
(1966), Minke, and Sable (1967), Shoffne, (1968), and Senko
(1969) . The proliferation of GDBMS is best illustrated
in the r-epor-ts by Mit,e (F,y, et a1. 1969) , Diebold (1969) ,
CODRSYL (1969) and CODRSYL (1971). These reports discuss
various GDBMS in dif fe'ent depths. Rmong the GDBMS
discussed a,e DM-l (Ru8r-bach) , Forge (Bur-roughs) , Cogent
III (Computer Sciences) I IDS (General E1 ectric, now
Honeywell), Ma,k IV (Info,matics), GIS (IBM), NIPS/FFS
(National Military Command System), TOMS (SOC), Manage (50S,
now Xerox), Rapid (U.S. Rrmy) , Disk Forte (Burroughs),
I/1S-DL/1 (IBM), ULfl (RCR now UNIVRC), GIM '(TRW), ISL-l
(Infonnation Systems Leasing), MIS (National Brewing),
Omnibus (Industr-ial Indemni.ty), FMS (Pacific Gas and
Elect I'"i c), OF- 2 (lnt ernat i ana 1 Hi ner-a 1s) , RDRM (Mi t 1""8) ,
and SC-1 (Western E1 ectr-ic). In each of these ~eports,
there is no attempt to define a GDBMS but ~ather to examine
common o~ distinct att~ibutes of the va~ious systems.
The majo~ effo~t5 by the CODRSYL Systems Committee in
p~oducing both "R Survey of Genel~al ized Data Base Management
Systems" (CODRSYL 1969) and "Feature Rna1 ysis of Genet"'"al ized
Data Base Management Systems" (CODRSYL 1971) represent the
wo~ks of many individuals with company suppot"'"t and again
illustrate the impot"'"tance that many people and companies
at"'"8 cut"'"~ently placing on being able to access data. Rlso
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oper-ating undel'" CODRSYL, initial efforts in pr-oposing a
1anguage for the descr-i pt i,on and mani pu 1at i on a f ~ dat a
base have been pr-8sented by the Data Base Task Gr-oup (08TG)
(DT8G 1969 and DBTG 1971). D8TG (1969) made some attempt
towar-ds standar-dization but leans heavily towar-ds COBOL
and attempts to design its "wol""ks" wi thin COBOL. OBTG
(1971) has 8xtr-acted some of the COBOL or-iented r-equir-ements
and placed them in separate chapter-so The pr-oblem of
portability is solved by allowing the Data Manipulation
Language (DML) to default to the host language and operating
system which in tur-n handles the physical manipulations
of data in pr-imar-y and secondary storage.
In parallel with the DBTG effor-t, Guide and Shar-8 (IBM
USBI'" gr-oups) worked together to form a set of future
requirements for Data Base Management Systems (Guide-Share
1970). Work at Purdue University on data portability
is continuing as part of a project involving the interface
of data bases and application programs (Nunamaker et a1.
1973) .
In retrospect then, the user is demanding a way to better
manage his data. Software developers are slowly responding
to the needs of the user.
•
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MEDIA FOR DRTR PORTABILITY
The~e a~e several types of media that c~n be used for
data portability. Some of the more common are: paperCinputl
output fot'"ms), punched cards, paper telpe, data
communications, diSK pacKs and magnetic tape ..
a) paper - Data is often recorded on data sheets of
various siz8s. The data may have been printed by some
device or may be in hand printed form. This data can
then be transcribed directly to cards, magnetic tape
or discs. If the data and the data sheet are in a
machine readable form, the data can be directly read
by optical character recognition devices or mark sensing
devices. The codes for these graphic symbols are
automatically generated by the particular device and
ti""IB user does not general 1y have to woY"Y"y about them.
b) ~ched ca~ds - CaY"d decks Y"anging from a handful
to seve~al trays aY"e in common use today. HoweveF,
they are not geneY"al1y used fo~ large data bases because
of their bul k. Several types of cards are p~esent I y
in use. The aD-column Hollerith card provides the most
unive~saJ method f.or data portabi 1i ty today. R
Y"epY"esentation of selected graphics characters by
speci fie combinati ons of punched ho 1es per- ee, I umn ·has
developed into a de-fClcto .. :standard. Rs a result,
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both
RNSI Fortran and RNSI Basic Fortran include a
representation of their character sets in eO-column
punched cards that are widely used in the USR. Some
card readers have the capability of reading only either-
the 96-column cards in USB on the lower range of IBM
computers or the 90-column cards which have been used
by UNIVRC. Exceptions to standard graphic codes arisB
when the data is in a compacted or compressed form.
Compressed cards in their simplest form can be in binary
images either by row or by column. They may also be
in a more highly compressed farm using encoding
techniques. The card reader may also influence the
format of compressed cards.
c) paper ta~ - Rs a gener-al ruT e, in the United
States, this media is not widely used to tr-ansport other-
than small amounts of data. The maj or users of paper
tape a~e those with specia 1 pur-pose minicomputers
equipped with onTy paper- tape input-output. Numer-ical
contr-ol machines also ar-e sometimes dr-iven by paper
tape.
d) data commLlnications - With current technology it
is possible to tr-ansmit lal'"ge amounts of data via
communication 1ines. Generally some well defined
interface, either- har-dware 01'" software, handles the
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conve~5ion to the proper graphic code foy the target
computer. The recipient of the data is well aware of
what he is to recieve.
e) dis~~k5 - Within a computing center disk packs
may be compatible across several computers. They are
not generally compatible between different computer
manufacturers. Physical constraints such as sectors
per disk require different types of drives (i.e. the
incompatibilities between the CDC 854 and the IBM 1311.)
f) magnetic tape - Magnetic tape is rather universally
used. In particular, 7-track 1/2 inch tape recorded
in densities of 200, 556 and 800 bits per lineal inch
and 9-track 1/2 inch tape recorded in densities of 800
and 1600 bits per lineal inch are in very common use.
It provides a ~easonable reco~ding density at a low
storage cost.
The major disadvantages of the previously discussed media
are as fol lows. Cards are bulky for large amounts of data.
Input forms, unless they are in machine readable form,
involve another step introducing human error to place them
in computer useable form. Paper tape is not generally
available at all installations, and it is fairly bulky.
The use of data communications implies that the recipient
of the data be aware of its format particularly if it is
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being used in a real time basis. Disk packs are not always
physJ.call y and' ogJ.call y compatibl e. Magnetic tapes are
sensitive to dust, temperature and humidity.
For amounts of data consuming more than a few thousand
cards, magnetic tapes are still the most physically
compatible media. Solving the problem of magnetic tape
portability is a first step in solving the general
of data base portability.
11RGr'JE:TIC TRPE PORTRBILITY
problem
One of the major- pl'"oblems in data pOl"'tability today is
the task of being able to read magnetic tapes on a computer
system that is diffel'""snt fl""om the one that generated them.
Barring physical constraints such as density, number of
tracks and the width of the tape, the user has had a great
deal of difficulty in reading tapes that were not generated
on a very similar system to his own. This problem has
existed since the early days of computing. However, then
most users knew enough about computer systems to solve the
problem themselves. The majority of computer installations
have solved part of the magnetic tape portability problem
with utility packages that allow the user to dump the
~ontents of a tape so that he may examine it more closely.
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The remaining part of the problem consists of being able
to properly describe the data and its method of being
recor-ded. To date, neither- a 1ist of requirements no, a
specific algorithm exists fo' propet'""ly handling this
pr"obl em. In the past, special purpose programs W81'"8
wri tten, used to transfot'"ffi the data, and then r-elegated
to a corner of a desk. Documentation almost never existed
for this "magic deck" and it was redeveloped again and again
by each user who had to transform his data. Rt the present
time this procedure still has not changed. R pat"'tial
solution to this problem is to create a tape transformation
program that is general enough to allow a user to transform
tapes irrespective of their contents as long as he can
prope~ly de5c~ibe them.
F~om the u5e~'s point of view, the tape may contain
prog~am5 and data that have been developed and gathe~ed
at a con5ide~ab'e cost. He wishes to take advantage of
this p~evious effo~t and conver-t the p~og~ams and the data
to his compute~. The cost of conve~sion will no~maJly be
fa~ less than that of developing the p~og~am or gathe~ing
the data from sc~atch again. Unfortunately a la~ge class
of use~s a~e not very sophisticated in their knowledge of
computers. In particular, it has been found that users
do not generally know the for-mat of the tape that contains
the data that they wish to use. Thus we have a f~ustrated
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user who has a tape full of data and does not have the
expertise to I"'"ead it or- properly describe its contents.
This presents a serious problem in that the less information
that is known about the tape, the more difficult it is to
transform.
In general, there are three classes of users who will
send data 01'"" programs on magnetic tape.
1) Those who know what they are doing
2) Those who do not know what they are doing
3) Those who partially know what they are doing.
In the first class, the tape sent is either- directly
useable on the tar-get computer or it is directly
tl'""ansfor-mable to a tape that wi 11 be useable on the target
computer. This is true ba... r-ing any physical or mechanical
constraints. The user is aware of the incompatibilities
of magnetic tapes and attempts to produce a useable tape
for the target computer.
The users in the second class at""'B non-programmet""'s. They
bel ieve that magnetic tapes are lui I y compatibl e
it""'t""'8spective of the computet"'" at"'" operating system. They
use 01" ask someone e1 se to use the capabi I i ties of the
source system to produce a tape. They are not capable of
desct-ibing the foY"mat of the data on the tape.
1 4
The third class of users produce what can be referred
to as "almost" tapes. They understand how to u~e their
50urce computer reasonably well and assume that everyone
else does too. Unfortunately, if the I""Bcipient has a
computer different than the source computer he may be in
for a great deal of trouble.
RECENT INVESTIGRTIONS
Throughout the years, there have been concertad efforts
'to resolve the general problem of por-tability. The Fortran
language was a first step in the direction of providing
pOlrtabl e programs. The developer-s· of the Cobol (Common
business oriented 1anguage) 1anguage in using the tet""m
"common" fel t that they were pt'"oviding 50me degree of
Ijor-tabi 1i tV. HOll!BVBr-, the standards that at'"B set fot'"
highe~-level languages and the standa~ds observed fo~
highe~-level languages a~e not always the same standa~d5.
It is ve~y difficult for users with different ~equirement5
to agree on standards that will be beneficial to all
~egarding portability.
There have been several groups and individuals interested
in solving the portability problem. R brief ove~'vielll of
their efforts is presented.
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The "Program T.....ansferability Study," (Mealy, et alA
1968) was devoted to the software aspects of
transferability. The study considered that problems in
progr-am tl""ansfer-ability were caused by two major- factor-so
They concluded that current technology encourages or forces
the programmer to make implicit in the form of his program:
1. The details of its initial
computer characteristics, etc.
operating system,
2. The structure and representation of the data
accessed by the program.
The study suggested thr-ee approaches fot'" attacking the
problem:
• administrative control
• extensions to the existing system base
• advanced transferability enviro~ment
Rdministrative control provides cheCKS for adequate
documentation and ~est~icts non-standa~d options. This
is a function of the amount of cont~Dl one can exert over
p~og~amme~5, systems analysts
varies from installation
depends on the individuals
controls. Extending the
and ~ystems designe~s. It
to installation and di~ectly
responsible for enforcing the
system base implies modifying
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existing systems to allow data descriptions, minimum
hardware configurations, text editing, and mechanized
adminis-t:r-ative control. Thi~ ie a function of the
extendability of the exi5~ing system and capabilities of
the system programmers. 80th approaches have existed in
varying forms for many years. The advanced transferability
environment proposes to d8V~1.op prototype systems that wi 11
provide transferability. This has not been accomplished
to a 5~tisfying degree and it is here that the effort must
be placed in order to advance the state of the art.
Gosden (1968) reviewed the status of software
compatability as of that time. He examined what had been
promised, what existed and what was needed. He too pointed
out that one of ou~ cu~~ent goals should be inte~-softwa~e
compat~bility. In his 5ho~t discussions of data exchange
and data pooling he exp~essed the need fo~ a standa~d data
de5c~iption language. This language would be compatible
J.ui th data desc~iptions in cur~ent programming 1anguages
and provide for easier data interchange.
Rt the Spring Joint ComputeI'" Conference in 1969, a panel
session of Softwa~e Transferability was held. Five short
pape~s were presented by Ward, Bemer, Gosden, Hopper and
Sable (Ward, et al. 1969). The two most significant
comments we ..... e that (1) data exchange is becoming
increabingly important and that (2) programs must be
17
designed for tranefer a priori.
The report, "On Program Transferability," (Sattley,
Hi 11 stein and lJJarsha11, 1970) al so discusses pr-ogram
transferability. The report is general in nature and they
do not provide solutions to the problem. Of interest is
their feeling that the physical characteristics of secondary
memory hardware are too diverse to have common features,
and that the process of going from an abstract model of
data structures to the allocation of hardware resources
must be machine-dependent. They recommend modularity as
an aid to program transferability but feel as Mealy et al.
(1968) that when the logical str-UctUr-B of the program must
be modified to accord with stringent mapping instructions,
~hen the possibility of easy transfer disappears.
The most recent group to show some interest in
portability is the ReM Special Interest Group on File
Description and Translation (SIGFIDET). Its membership
includes representatives from industry, government and
education. The SIGFIDET (f970, 1971, 1972) WO~k5hoP5 have
generated discussion and papers that address the p~oblems
of file translation and file description.
Groups at the University of Penn5ylvania and the
University of Michigan have also been investigating the
area of data description and translation (French, et al.
18
1971, Smith 1971, Fry, et al. 1972, Sibley 19(2). These
efforts will be examined and discussed in Chapter 2.
Some portability does exist throughout a specific series
of computers, such as the IBM System 360/370 series,
Honeywell 6000 series, Univac 1100 series and the Control
Data 6000 series. The level of portability may vary widely
however. When changing to a similar computer configuration
within the same series, timing problems occur, undiscovered
bugs arise and machine dependent features are found. These
may result in minor inconveniences or major pt'"oblems dur-ing
conversion. Portability problems inevitably become severe
when a major change in system or manufacturer is necessary.
The main problem addressed in this thesis is the transfer
of large data bases between computers. Chapter 2 will deal
with various models fat"" data portability. Problems that
arise in magnetic tape pOl""tability along with a synthesis
of actual cases are discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter
4, an approach for solving the problem of portable magnetic
tapes wil I be discussed. Rn actual implementation on the
CDC 6500 is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents
operational guidel ine5 for magnetic tape interchange.




MODELS FOR DRTR PORTRBILITY
GENERRL COMMENTS
Seve~al o~ganization5 have been investigating pa~ts of
the data portability problem and designing corresponding
models. The approaches to the models are presented and
briefly discussed. The general problem of data portability
is then addressed with three methods, one of which is
recommended, fot"" possibl e impl ementation.
SOME RPPRORCHES
The Data Base Task Group (DBTG 1969, DBTG 1971),
University of Pennsylvania (French, et a1. 1971, Smith
1911) and University of Michigan (Fry, et a1. 1972, Sibley
1972) have all addressed the notion of data por-tabi' i tV.
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Data Base TasK G~oup
The Data Base Task Group proposes both a Data Description
Language (DOL) and a Data Manipulation Language (DML).
The DOL is used to describe an entire data base or portions
thereof. R schema is introduced to completely describe
an entire data base by use of DOL entries. R sub-schema,
also consisting of DOL entries, is introduced to describe
the portions of a data base known to one or more specific
programs. The relationship between a schema, sub-schema
and a data base management system is illustrated in Figure
2.1 .
The DML is the language used to transfer data between
a program and the data base. The DML relies on a host
language such as Cobol to provide a proper framework for
interfacing with the data base. The~efo~e the inadequacies
of the host language fo~ manipulating data in p~ima~y
sto~age are pe~petuated. T~e DOL is cha~acte~ o~iented
since Cobol was used as the .o~iginal host 1anguage. Fo~
example, it is not possible to p~ope~ly de5c~ibe the
negative rep~esentation fo~ floating point numbe~s in the
DOL. Such limitations preclude the use of the DOL and DML
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Figur-8 2.1 DBTG Conceptual Data Base Management System 1
, Reproduced from [DBTG 1971. p. 16]
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Unive~5ity of Pennsylvania
Smith (1971) attacks the problem of data description
and conversion by defining a Generalized Data Description
Language (GOOL) based on a model that characterizes current
data organization techniques and provides a framework within
which new data stt""uctures can be defined. The GDDL is in
greater depth than that conceptually proposed by the DBTG.
The Smith model for extt""i:lcting data items f!'"om source files
and creating target files from target data items is
illustrated in Figure 2.2.
The GDDL as described is not general enough to allow
a method to properly define the characteristic of a floating
point number. In addition, the char-acter- set specified
for GOOl contains character-s that are not available on all
Gomputers. Since an implementation is not discussed in
this r-eport, it is likely that the GDDL will be somewhat
machine dependent upon implementation thus ....est .... icting the
geneva 1 mode I .
R Data Description Language Pr-ocessor System is also
under development at the University of Pennsylvania (F ....ench,
et al. 1971). The design of the system has been directed
~t satisfying two requirements of data interchange, (1) data
(o ....ganization) definition and (2) data translation. The
processor system consists of a compile .... generator that uses
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Repr-oduced fl""om [Smith 1971, p. 150-152]
syntax and semantic definitions to gener-ate
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Data
Descr-iption Language (DOL) campi 1er. The DDL compiler
formats and translates DOL Data Definition Statements to
produce a Data Conversion Processor which in turn converts
the source data base to the target data base.
is illustrated in Figur-e 2.3.
This system
The design has been completed and the implementat.ion
is to be· done in PL/1 on an IBM 370/165. However, this
is a large project and it remains to be seen if it can also
be implemented on computers such as the CDC 6000 series
using Fortran without major modifications. Implementation
of a system proposing data portability should include the
restriction that the system itself is portable. In this
way the system does not become another- special pur-pose
tr-anslation pr-ogr-sm.
yniv8r-sity of Michigan
The ISDOS pr-oject has suggested a developmental model
for- data tr-anslation (Fr-y, et alo 1972). R sour-ce
conver-ter- accepts a sour-ce file and its descr-iption and
pr-oduces a nor-mal for-mo R r-estr-uctur-er- accepts this nor-mal
•
for-m. r-estn..Jctur-ing speci fications, source and target
descriptions and produces another normal for-mo This new
normal form and target description are then used as input
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Figure 2.3 DOL-Processor System




paper. The general model
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norma 1 farm ar-8 not gi ven in the
is illustrated in Figure 2.~.
The Data Translation Project is developing a methodology
for automation of the file translation process (Sibley
1972). Design specifications have been produced for a
prototype data translator which will be the first step in
development of a general ized data trans 1atot'"". The
implementation will taKe the NIPS data base management
system on the IBM 360 and translate it into files acceptable
to the WWDMS data base management system on the HIS 6050.
The implementation language on the HIS 6050 will be RNS
Fortran with assembly language used where Fortran does not
have sufficient capability.
R functional description of the model is as follows.
R Stored Data Definition Language (SDDL) Rnalyzer accepts
a description of both target and source inputs w~itten in
SODL. R Table Builder accepts outputs from the SODL
Rnalyze~ and produces input tables fo~ the Translation
Modules. R Translation Definition Language (TOL) Rnalyzer
accepts relationships between the attributes and names of
:i. terns, groups, etc. in the source and target fi 1es and
produces input tables for the Translation Modules. The
Translation Modules then accept input from "the source file,












SF = Source' Form
TF = Target Form
N=~~rmal Form
Figur-8 2.tJ. The Gener-al Model fol'" Data Transl ation 1
















Figure 2.5 Functional Diagram of the Data Transl ation .
Project 1
I Rep~oduced f~om [Sibley 1972, p. 1.9]
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Implementing specific file organizations on specific
computers (i.e. NIPS 360 to WWDMS 6050) does not lend
itself to portability unleee the implementot'"s are extremely
careful. Thus, the resulting generalized data translator
may not be as general as originally intended.
THE GENERRL PROBLEM
The general problem of data portability can best be
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The source data description is a concise and complete
representation of al J the dat"a that resides on the source
data base, its contents and corresponding relationships.
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80th physical and logical constraints exist in the data
description.
The target data description is a concise and complete
r-epr-ssentation of all the data that" resides on the target
data bass, its contents and corresponding rel ationshi.ps.
Both physical and logical constraints exist in the data
descr-iption.
The transformation program consists of an executive that
produces a target data base by (1) selecting source fields
from the source data base and (2) choosing algorithms (based"
on 50UI"'Ce and target data descriptions) to propel~l y
transform these source fields to corresponding ta~get
fiel ds.
EXRMPLE OF RN RLGORITHM
Rs an example of one of the algorithms that may exist
in the transformation program, consider the algorithm that
transforms ~ single precision floating point to t single
precision floating point. Rlso, let
s ~ IBM 360
t ~ CDC 6500
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If the t~ansformation program resides on the target computer
and d is the target field, the necessary source computer

















Given the 50ut'"ce fiel d, the tr-ans.formation a1 gori thm is:
1) extract sign 1ef tmost bit -+ I1
2) extract characteristic next 1eftmost 7 bits -+ I2
3) extl"'act fraction rightmost 24 bit5 -+ R1
4) extract exponent I2 - 64 -+ B
5) normalize ft'"action shift binar-y point of R1
I eft 24 bits -+ R2
6) unsigned answer R2 • (1 6 f B) -+ R3
7) signed answer if I I1 ~ 1 then -R3 -+ d,





to describe other data types.








position of the fraction
length of the fraction
negative representation
2) pure graphic transformations will require
bits per graphic code
source to target graphic transformation table
3) zoned, packed and numeric decimal will require
bits per character
bits per digit
source to target graphic transformation tables




LOCATIONS FOR THE TRRNSFORMRTION PROGRRM
The t~an5fo~mation prog~am may reside on the source
computer, target computer or an intermediate computer.
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RII three methods have their advantages 'as lUell as
disadvantages. Method 1 assumes that the target data
description is well defined when in most cases it is not.
It has the di~tinct advantage however of having' the source
data description well defined.
Method 2 assumes both the source and target data
description are well defined. This method has a major
weakness in that for the majority of cases, neither the
source data description nor the target data description
is well defined.
Method 3 assumes that the source data description is
well defined when in most cases it is not. The advantage
is that the target data description is well defined.
SYNTHESIS OF PREVIOUS RPPRORCHES
The approaches discussed earlier in this chapter can
be expressed as belonging to one of these three methods.
The goals of the groups at University of Pennsylvania and
University of Michigan have been towards Method 2. However,
the Data Translation Project, the Data Description Language
Processor System and the DBTG proposal are being implemented
simi 1arl y to Method 3. The largest probl em to overcome
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in going from Method 3 to Method 2 is that of beirrg abl e
to have both the source and· target data description well
defined.
RN RRGUMENT FOR METHOD THREE
Models 1 and 2 require an accurate description of the
target data description. This description is very difficult
to obtain when even the recipient of the data base may not
be able to provide this information. Only Method 3 does
not require advance knowledge of the target computer.
Method 3 has met with limited success in the form of one-
shot transformation programs which have been developed.
iteratively. The iterative process is due primarily to
the lack of information about the source data base
originally. Thus, if success is not met, additional
infor-mation is gathered, the pl'"ogram modified and anothel'"
attempt 01'" itel'"ation is made.
Thel'"efol'"e, if it is possible to (1) constl'"uct a portable
tran:sfol'"mation pl"'ogl'"am that can exist on the target compLlter
(2) I'"educe the number of iterations necessary to transform
the source data base and (3) del'"ive a workable data
description that allows a user to easily redefine his data
base as more relevant infol'"mation is discovered, we are
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on the way towards providing data base portability.
Rs an approach to constructing a portable transformation
program, let us examine the most common portable medium
today (i.e. magnetic tape). Before the problem of portable
magnetic tape is dismissed as being trivial, r-eal ize that
the problem has existed for almost two decades and the
general problem has yet to be solved. There is considerable
difficulty in reading "st v-ange magnetic tapes" at most
computer installations today.
Having established that the first
problem of data portability is in
tapes, some problems that exist with
exan,ined in the next chapter.
step to solving the




PROBLEMS RRISING IN MRGNETIC TRPE PORTRBILITY
GENERRL~ COMMENTS
The p~oblem5 arising in magnetic tape portability lie
pr-imat'""i 1Y in the areas of stand,;wdization, data compression,
physical constraints, graphic codes and creating acceptable
source tapes. These problems are discussed in general
followed by specific examples that have occurred in 20 test
cases.
STR~JDRRDS
Standards for recorded magnetic tape for information
interchange have been specified by the American National
Standa~ds Institute (RNSI 1967a, RNSI 1970). R standard
fo~ internal magnetic tape 1abe 15 for information
interchange also has been published (RNSI 1967b). However,
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many tapes do not confo~m to the 5tanda~d5. Compute~
companies also publish manuals desc~ibing their internal
labels for specific operating systems (IBM 1972) as well
as 5tandards for information interchange between dlffet'""ent
operating systems (rBM 1970). In addition, the Department
of Commerce has pUblished some broad guidelines for
describing information interchange formats which also are
applicable to magnetic tapes (FIPS PUB 20 1972).
R typical user when sending a magnetic tape, uses utility
routines to copy his program or data from mass storage to
magnetic tape. Unfortunately these utility routines may
copy the data directly in the form used by the operating
system. In many operating systems, as an efficiency
mea5u~e, physical reco~ds on magnetic tape confo~m to t~acks
O~ fFactions of tracks on discs 01"" dr-ums. On other
computers, the length of a physical r-ecor-d is determined
by the size and capabilities of a pe~ipheral pr-oc8ssar.
Thet~efore, a track or a fr-action of a track on disc or a
core load for a per-ipher-al processor- may be mapped to a
physical record on tape. This results in a tape that is
easi 1y read onl y by the source computer. These deviations
f~om the specified standards ar-e due pFimarily to the
increasing amount of file handling irrespective of the
stat-age device.
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Problems also occur when tapes are blocked. Blocking
allows several logical records to be contained in one
physical record thU5 eliminating excessive end of record
gaps that occupy useable space on tape. Blocking is
acceptable if the physical record size is acceptable to
the target computer. Often, due to memory or buffer size
1imi tations, standard uti 1i ty routines are not avai 1abl e
to read I arge physical records fl'"'om the tape. Hence, the
tape must first be unblocked using non-standard routines
50 that it may run on the target computer.
Some operating systems require special formatted tapes.
One example is as 370. Tapes may be labeled or unlabeled.
If they are labeled, the label may contain no more than
120 a-bit bytes. Tapes may have va~iable length physical
~eco~ds but the length of the variable physical ~ecord must
be in the first fou~ bytes of each physical record. This
implies that if a tape generated on a UNIVRC 1108 contains
126 bytes in the first physical ~ecord and 100B bytes per
physical ~ecord after that, the job control language (JCL)
wi 11 not allow the tape t a be read un I ess you speci f y the
tape as ~unknownrr.
Standards for one computer system are not necessarily
standards on another computer system. Enforcing national
standards on all users is a gigantic task.
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COMPRESSED DRTR
Data is compressed in order to save space. Trai 1ing
blanks may be deleted by replacing them with a set of
char~cters indicating an end of line condition. One example
is the tape generated by the MRCE operating system on the
CDC 6500. Trailing blanks arB deleted from line images
with a special end of line condition, 12 binary zeroes in
the rightmost 12 bits of the 60 bit word, specifying the
end of the line. These trailing blanks are replaced when
the compressed line image is r-ead by the system to be used
as data. Rnother technique is to have a set of characters
or binary string indicating its compressed length. Rn
example of this may be found en the Univac 1108 where the
word p~eceeding the line image contains, among other things,
the number of 36 bit words that follow.
R more compl icated technique involves del eting all
occurrences of three or more blanks. Rn example of this
is XFILES under the MRCE operating system on the CDC 6500
where the first blank is repl.aced with binar-y zer-oes and
the iecond blank is replaced with a binar-y counter
i.ndicating the number of blanks deleted. This technique
can also be used to replace multiple occurrences of other
characters by replacing them with a special symbol, 0' a
count accompanied by a special symbol. Increasingly complex
techniques involve compressing bits rather than characters
by repl acernent of special strings of bits. More
sophisticated techniques used in compressing large business
files are summarized in Ruth and Kreutzer (1972).
There are many ways to compress data and it is not
possible at this time to develop a general decompression
algorithm. R decompression algorithm unpacKs the data from
a pac~ed form into a useable form. Since decompression
routines within the operating system are transparent to
the user, it is possible for him to inadvertently create
a compressed tape to send to another computer installation.
If this occurs, it is his responsibility to also send the
decompression algorithm. The target computer installation
can then apply the algorithm and decompress the tape.
PHYS!CRL CONSTRR!NT~
Reconstructing data on damaged tape is very difficult
and if the damage to the tape is severe enough, the user
must request that a new tape be generated again at the
source site. Tape drives can be out of adjustment when
they are recording. This may result by the tape head not
being perpendicular to the magnetic tape (skewing), or the
recorded density may not be within the allowable tolerances.
Ri 50, the tape itself may have creases in it, the oxide
may be coming off, it may be di~ty, old, etc.
Rnother problem is receiving tapes that are readable
only on specific tape drives. For example, i\ is not
possible to read a 1600 bpi tape on a single density 800
bpi tape drive. Likewise, 9-track tapes are not readable
on 7-track tape drives. In this case, the user must either
have it copied to a useable density with the correct number
of tracks or he must request a new source tape that is
phY5ic~11y compatible.
GRRPHIC CODES
Gr03phic codes are universally misunderstood. The user
sees a graphic symbol as it is represented on a listing
or a display tube. Graphic symbol sets are in turn
controlled by the slugs on a print chain, type bars or
matrices on terminals and the available graphics on a
display tube. Since these symbols are what the user sees
and uses, he does not genel'"all y care about theit"" internal
representation in memory. Rs a direct result, he believes
that the charactet"" set that he uses is rather universally
known whe~ in fact it is not. Rs an example, Binary Coded
Decim~1 (BCD) codes are often thought to be the same on
different computers. This is not true. In par~icular,
the graphic symbols for CDC 6000 series external BCD are
not the same as for the BCD used on the IBM 360 series (see
Tables 3.1 and 3.7).
The three major graphic codes appearing on magnetic tape,
today are ASCII, EBCDIC, and various versions of BCD. The
BCD code (6 bits) was developed from a binary representation
of the existing hollerith punch card code (Clamons 1971).
EBCDIC (B bits) was developed by IBM to provide an Extended
Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code that was more than
6 bits long. It ts used as an internal and external' code
on the IBM 360/370 series which is 8-bit oriented. RSCII
(Rmerican Standard Code for Information Interchange) is
a 7-bit code based on the ISO (International Standards
Organization) recommendations (FIPS PUB 1 1968).
Let us now examine each of the above graphic codes along
with some others that are in common use.
When BCD codes are used on IBM computers, they are
generally of two forms. These forms are SCDle (principle)
and eCOle (al ternate).
BCDIC (PRINCIPLE)
The Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (BCDIC)
is an outgrowth of the BCD codes on the early
IBM machi nes. SCDle (pri nci p 1e) cantai n5 64-
characters and is commonly referred to as the
commercial character set. It differs from the
scientific character set (see BCD alternate below)
in that it allows the 5 special symbols:
ampersand, percent I number sign, commercia 1 at
and lozenge (see Table 3.1)
BCDIC (RLTERNRTE)
This code is similar to SCOle (principle) except
for 5 scientific symbols which replace the
commercial symbols. They are: . opening
parenthesis, pl us sign, closing parenthesis,




The two SCOle codes are not universal across all
In fact, BCD Basic (see below) seems to
universal BCD code with BCD Basic + 7 (see
applic~ble the majority of the time.
BCD BRSIC
Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) Basic is a 6-bi t code
consisting of the letters R tht'"ough Z and the
numerics 0 through 9. The majority of BCD codes
contain the same numeric representation for these
36 gr-aphics. (see Table 3.2)
Table 3.1 Standard BCD Interchange Code and Graphics
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Reproduced fr-om ["IBM Systems/360 Component Description,
2~OO-Series Magnetic Tape Units, 2803/280~ Tape Control and
281£ 5UJitching Unit. Model 1" GR22-£86£-S, Sixth Edition,
November 1970, p. 21]
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Table 3.2 BCD Basic and BCD Basic+7 'Character Codes












































BCD BRSIC + 7
Bina~y Coded Decimal (BCD) Basic + 1 is a 6-bit
code consisting of the letters R through Z, the
numerics 0 through 9, and the special symbols:
blank, comma, period, slash, asterisk, minus and
doll ar sign. It has 7 more graphic symbols in
addition to those in BCD Basic (see table -3.2).
These q3 graphic symbols have been found to have
common numeric r-epresentations in 15 BCD codes
by OURL labs who are responsible for distributing
the 1970 census tapes (USDC 1970). It shou I d
be noted that BCD Basic + 7 doss not contain all
of the oper-atol'""s necessary in Basic Fot'"tl""an.
There are also two standal"'"d interchange codes, RNSI and
ISO, that have been developed by their respective standards
groups.
RSCII, RNSI o~ RSCII-7
The Rmerican National Standa~d5 Institute (RNSI)
has established this code as the Rme~ican Standa~d
Code fo~ Info~mation Inte~change (RSCII). It
is a 7-bit code wi'th all 128 cha~acte~s bei ng-
defined in FIPS PUB 1(1968). See Table 3.3 fo~
the code. It was hoped that this g~aphic code
would become a standa~d. It is not as unive~sa' 1y
used as was o~iginally intended by its devel ope~s
Table 3.3 USR Standar-d Code fa ..... Information Inter-change 1
b, 0 00 0
10
0 1 0 1 1 I 1
~ 0 1 I 0 1 1B. bS 0 1 0 1 0
Its b4 b3 b2 bl ~N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7I I I I ROW I
0 0 0 0 0 NUL DLE SP 0 .. P • p
0 0 0 1 1 SOH DCl ! 1 A Q a q
0 0 1 0 2 STX DC2 " 2 B R b r
0 0 1 1 3 ETX DC3 # 3 C S c s
0 1 0 0 4 EOT DC4 $ 4 D T d t
0 1 0 1 5 ENQ NAK % 5 E U e u
0 1 1 0 6 ACK SYN & 6 F V f v
0 1 1 1 7 BEL ETB
,
7 G W 9 w
1 0 0 0 8 BS CAN ( 8 H X h x
1 0 0 1 9 HT EM ) 9 I Y i Y
1 0 1 0 10 LF SUB * : J Z 'j z
1 0 1 1 11 VT ESC + ; K [ k {
1 1 0 0 12 FF FS < L \ I
,, ,
1 1 0 1 13 CR GS - - M J m }
1 1 1 0 14 SO RS > N - -. n
1 1 1 1 15 51 US / ? 0 a DEL
1 Reproduced from [FIPS PUB 1 1968, p. 6]
due to EBCDIC
do not
(CI amons 1971) . RI so, 128
allow all of the current
existing symbols to be represented.
ISO
The International Standards Organization (ISO)
has established this code (Ross 1964), It is
very similar to 7-bit RSCII and is the standard
interchange code to be used by countries outside
of the U.S.R. (see Table 3.4).
IBM has also established codes that are de-facto standards.
They ar-c EBCDIC and RSCII-8.
EBCDIC
Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
(EBCDIC) is the a-bit code used as the internal
computec code by the IBM System 360/370 (see Table
3.5). It is "also used as the normal external
tape code.
RSCII-8
RSCII-7 was extended by IBM to an 8-bit code
resulting in RSCII-B (see Table 3.6). Excluding
the transmission control graphics, it corresponds
closely to RSCII-7" with one additional bit. Only
128 characters are defined.
Table 3.4 1.5.0. 7-Bit Character Code Table
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0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 , 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
·o~
bb b b 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
00 00 0 (TCol Null (TC,) OLE Space , - ., (@)@ ,
00 o 1 1 (TC,lSOH nc, , 1 A Q • •
00 , 0 2 (TC,l STX oc, ,,@ , • R b ,
00 1 1 3 (TC,l ETX oc, #(!) , c , , ,
01 00 4 (TC,) EDT DC. (SLOp) 0, CD • 0 T , ,
01 01 5 (Te,) Enq ('Te,) N.~k " S E U • "01 , 0 6 (Te.) ....ck CTC.) Sync • • p V , •
01 1 1 7 "'" (TC,~) ETB .@ 7 0 W • •
1 0 00 6 FE<. (BS) Cono:l ( • H X b •
1 0 o 1 9 FE,(Hn 'M ) , I y ; ,
1 0 1 0 10 FE, (LFJ(!) " · ,(j) , z I •
1 0 1 1 11 r:J:J evn ~~ + ;(j) K III (j) , (j)
1 1 0012 FE., {FFI IS, (FS) · < L (CS. (j) I (j)
1 1 o , 13 FI:I (CRQ IS) (GS) - - M II' (j) m (j)
1 , 1 014 so lSI fRS) > N ~0@ • (j)
1 11 , 15 " IS, (US) f
, 0 . . , Delete
Expllnalory noles about Ihe '·bit code lable
1. The ronlml. CR and LF a~ i'll.nded for pri'll.r equipment
wh.lch requires 3.p~rnlC' combin~lionJ 10 return Ihe l;:lrrJagc lind
10 feed II linc.
For equipment which. U'I'" II ,;n~l<:comb;nallon (calle,l Nelli Une)
for l;Omhincd c:lrria~c rcturn llnd line r",,<.J opc:r.P.I;on. NL will be
cod~ 111 FE,. The u.,e or NC"I' Line requires agreemenl
belween Ihe senderond the l\."Cipienl nflhe dala.
2. If 10 and II ns sinGle eh"",elers Ilre orcded (for e~llmllte, for
Sierlin¥ eurn:oey subdi'-;5iool, Ihey should mke Ihe plorc of
··w!oo ' (:) and '·semi-<:olon'· (:j n:sI'CCLivc1r.
3. ··Rnel"o'oo fnr NOlionl,1 U~." These I'Osnions are primarily
Intended for ,1ph"ber;c uleflSinn5. If Lhey arc noL required for
llial purpose. llley may be usC'll fnr symbols and Ihe m:om'
mended choice "s shown in paremhcscs.
5. "Reserved for Notional Usc.·· A currency lisn will be lUSigncd
10 Ihil po,ilion.
8. The number si~n {ttl in po!Iilion 213 may IIn,"e Dn allcnUllO
lJl'lIl'lIic.oln:Il,co:nlalion (N°l.
T. II is acccplohle 10 rel'r.s.nl lild. (-j by circllmne~ (. 1 for inler-
nalional rnlcrchonee of informOlioo in Spani.•h :lnd 1'0l1u~uese,
In Splni~h and Ponuscsc sr>c:Iking couolries lhe I<lde may
rcpba: Iheeircumfle~ ,n JK"f'lilion ~114.
8. The pnphi... in po,ilion, 2'2, 217. ~1l4 h","e lhe si~nirocancc of
quolalion mark. aroSlrophe and upwards :lrro\l.'. r"'lpo;livcly;
hOllo'C\"t:r. Ih= characlers lake on Ihe signitic:lncc of <.110.=15"
acule accenl nnd circumflex diaeriti<:o:llsigns when Ihey follow Ille
l!aebpace ende.
Reproduced from [Ross 196Q, p. 199]
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" sos .. 0 ; A J I00 10 " b , , • K S ,II TM < I , C l T ,
00 PF RES BY> PN d m " D M U •
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10 le " '0' ue I 0 • F ° W •II Dn Il '" EDT • p • G P X 700 h q , H Q y •
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10 • ; > ..
II , ? "~
1 Reproduced from ["IBM Systems/360 Component Description, 2LlOO:-Series
Magnetic Tape Units, 2803/2804 Tape Control and 2816 Switching Unit, Model 1",
GR22-S8SS-S, Sixth Edition, ~Iovembe~ 1970, p, 18]
Tabl e 3,,6 Eight-Sit Representation for USRSCII-S I
."PosiliortiBitPOIil"ofll,
'.' 2.1 00 01 10 IIj I 00 01 10 \I 00 01 10 \I 00 01 10 \I 00 01 10 \I
00 NUL OLE SP 0 @ p . P
01 SOH Del , I A Q , q
00
10 Sn< DC2 " 2 • R b ,
\I ETX DCO " 3 e s < •
00 EOT DC' S , 0 T d I
01 'NQ NAK '" 5 , U , ,01 10 ACK SVN & • , V f •
\I BEL ETB , 7 G W , •
00 as CAN I • H X h ,
01 HT EM ) , I V ; y
10 , Z10 LF IS , J ; •
\I VT ESC • ; K C , I
00 FF FS L , I ,• < ,
01 CR GS - , M 0 m I
\I
10 SO RS N A> " -
\I " US I ? 0 , DEL
1 Reproduced from [ .. IBM Systems/360 Component De5c~·iption, 2qOO-Sel~ies
Magnetic Tape Units, 2803/280Lj. Tape Control and 2816 Switching Unit, Model




On many computers, reference is made to external BCD
and internal BCD. External BCD is a graphic code that
exists on an external media such as magnetic tape. When
this code is read into main memory from magnetic tape, a
mapping takes place, usually by the hardware, to transform
the e:..:ternal BCD to internal" BCD. Rmong other things, this·
is largely due to not being able to represent a zero as
a true zero on even parity tape. R BCD zero is normally
recorded on magnetic tape as an octal 12.
Generally if a specific computer has an internal code
different from BCD a one to one t""elationship exists when
the number of bits in each of the codes is the same. Rs
·an example of various graphic codes that exist within one
comput et'" I consi der t he CDC 6.5 00 . There al~e basi ca I I Y 3
codes. (1) DISPLRY which is. the internal code of the
computer, (2) extet-nal BCD , a code that can exist on mass
storage devices and (3) internal BCD, a code that is
directly related to external BCD exc7pt that it resides
in the computer (see Table 3.7).
DISPLRY (CDC 6500)
This is the 6-bit internal machine code used on
the CDC 6500 as well as on other CDC 6000 series
machines. (see Table 3.7).
Table 3.7 CDC 63-Character Set
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OllprlV HolT.rlth HolI.rith hl.'nll DllpllY Holilrilh HolI.rilh Ellem,1
Cod. e",,,,t,, (026) {D~I "0 Cod. Chll,,~· 10261 (0291 "0
00 (nolle}t 1S " • • 5 '"DO A 12_1 12-1 " "
, , , 06
02 , 12.2 12-2 " " 7 7 7 07OJ C 12-3 12-J " " ,
, , '"04 0 12-4 12-4 54 .. , , , "os E 12-5 12-5 " " • 12 12-8-6 '"06 F 12-5 12-5 .. .. - " " "07 G 12-7 12·7 " " · 11_8-4 11-8-4 "'" " 12.. 12.. 70 '" I D-, D-' "" I 12.9 12-8 " " , 0-8-4 12-s-!i "12 J 11-1 11·1 " " I 12-8-4 11-8-5 "" K 11-2 11.2 " 53 S l1-B-J 11-8-3 53" , 11.3 11-3 " 50 · '-3 ,-a "" M ,,-4 11-4 .. .. blink no punch no punch '01S N 11·5 ,,-5 " .. • (comlJIlIl 0-8-3 o-a., 33" 0 ".. ".. .. 67 . lp&rlod) 12-8-3 12-8-3 73'0 , 11_7 11-1 " '" • 0-8-6 '-3 "" a ".. ".. '" -" I '-7 '-5 "" R 11-8 11-9 " " I 0-8-2 12.a-1 "" 5 0_' 0-' " 53 ;(colon) t ,-, ,-, 00'" T 0-3 0-3 " 50 • ,-. '-7 "25 U 0-4 0-4 " " - 0-8-5 0-8·5 35" U 0-5 0-' " .. • 11_0 or 11-001 "" W o-a o-a " 11-8-2 11-6-230 X 0-7 0_7 " 67 A o-a_7 12 3737 y 0.. o-a '" 70 , 11-8-5 ,. 55" Z D-9 0.. " " , 11-8-6 0-8-1 "33 0 0 0 12 72 , 12-0 or 12-0 or 72
"
, • I DO 12-8-2 12-8-2
35 Z Z Z 02 11-8-7 0..-5
" 3 3 3 OJ
73 > 67
37 , , , 04 " < '-5 12-8-4 "75 • 12-8-5 0-6-2 75" - 12-8-8 11-.'3-7 75" ;(l8micolon) 12-8_7 11-8-6 "
tWlHln 1M 6J-.CharlclI:r Slit" usad. thl punch cod. 8-2 1IISSOClIted with dllpla... l;OIie 63, Ih. ",Ion. Ollpl.... cod. 00, II r>ollncluded In
Ih. 63-Chi'iCItr S.-llnd II nOllisociilltd wllh .n... card P<l"ch. Th. B-6 card punch (028 keypunch!lnd Ih. 0-8-4 card pundl(029 key-
punch! In lilt 63-Chi'lCItr SII ... Ire.olKlubllnk on Input.
'SIIIQ 00 c.onncil ~ repflHf\(td on magnatlc UPI,IIII ",nvorItd 10 BCO 12. On Inpul, it will b' t,.nl!tted 10 ditpl.... code 33
(nurnbtl'llfO),
Reproduced from ["Control Data 6000 Systems Fortt'"an
Reference Manual, 6000 Vet'"sion 2.3, No. 60174900E", Rpri 1
23, -1971, RppendixRp. 4]
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EXTERNRL BCD (CDC 6500)
This code is used when a user requests that "his
data be read or written in external BCD. Basic
BCD is a sub set of this code. (see Table 3.7).
INTERNRL BCD (CDC 6500)
This is the internal t""epresehtation of BCD afts!'""
its conversion from external BCD. (see Table
3.7) .
Thet""B are al so several other internal computer codes
such as FIELDRTA used on the UNIVRC 1100 series, Internal
BCD on the Honeywell 6000 series and BeL on the Burroughs
6500. These may be found respectively in Tables 3.8, 3.9
and 3.10.
RCCEPT8BLE SOURCE;. TRPES
Thel"'8 al""B sevBt'"al prabl em.s that arise when tapes ar-B
generated on the sour-ce computer. For example, consider
the 1811 360 and 370 series. When gener-ating a 7-tl'"ack tape,
four options can be used.
a) TRTCH = T - The a-bit EBCDIC code is translate~ to
the 6-bit BCOIe code. Since the EBCDIC code has more
than 64 states and the BCOrC code has only 6Lf. possible
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Table 3.8 1108 Character Codes 1
"" '08 '" 1108,n. T.p' 'lII:Ich OQ-Lil:ll "". Tapa Punch Op-Lillll!:
Detd Qced "",. PT1aur Oced Deed """ Pl'lnter
00 17 7-' • " " 12-'-8 )0' " 12-5-8 I • " '0 110' " 11-5-8 J , " .0 12 +0' " 11-7-8 • " " 12-6--8 <.. J7 11·1-8 • • .. 1J ....
0' '0 (B1J,HJt) (liplu) .. " .... •.. " 12~1 • dO 00 '-a ••07 " 12-2 • " " 11~3-8 •10 " 12-3 C " 54 11-4-8 •11 .. 12-4 0 " " 0-"-9 (12 " 12-~ • " " 0-.... ," " 12-6 , " " .... ,14 " 12-1 C 54 72 12-0 ," " 12-8 • " " 11-0 I" " 12-' 1 " " 0-.... • I17 " 11-1 J J7 " 0-.... ,20 " 11-2 • " 12 0 021 .. 11-3 L " 01 1 ,22 .. 11-4 K " 0' , ," .. 11-) • • " 0' , ," dO 11-6 0 .. o. • •" " 11-1 , " 0' , ," " 11-8 Q " o. • •27 " 11-9 • " 0' 7 7~1 22 0-, • " 10 • •" 0-, , " 11 • •" " 0-' U 72 14 .-. •" " .0-' V " " 11-6-8 ," " 0-. • " 21 0-, I" 27 0-7 • " " 12-3-8" JO 0-. • " 31 0-1-8 n' ," " 0-' , " " 0-2-8 (Sp.lu)1
All orhat cgmblnatlona of puuch.. ar. 11leS_l to the 1108 on-l1all!: clrd
c..dec .ad c.u••• c..dlr Itop. All c~b1nat1onl of punchll!:l Ire .C~
.pUd by ch. 9200-9300 and conv.-rt~ to I_a chnlctlt. .!:!2.!! "11111I1&1"
puach•• lei cODYlread to blaak. (octal as).
!!!!m.
1. Th... eM-ntten In difhrut (I'Cl chi 9200 or 9300 print_no
2. Tbi, chlractlc cannot b, vritten on avan parity (BCD) tapel if it ia pra.~nr
in an outpur ra~ord, rhe phyaica1 racord ia trUDe.tad with tha pr~iou. fr~.
(chara~tu)•
J. The character ia input from tha ~200 or 9300 card rsader and tran~itt.d to
ebs 1108 torre~tly~ Tho ~haract.r Cln ba output puochcd. If ths character
1a 1n e print 1ioa, it i. convertad to the ~ belora transmiaaion from the
1108 to ~200 or 9300 printar. AI.o thia character ia tacporarily illegal
Oa ths 1004•
•• Thia chara~tar printa aa ."paca aD the 1108 printer and tr~c.te. tha
print 11£1&.
Repvoduced fvom [Univevsity of Wisconsin intevnal
document, Septembev 10, 1969,p. 8-Q, 8-5]
Table 3.9 GE-625/635 Standar-d Chat"'dcter- Set '
Standard GE-Internal Hollerith Standard GE-Intemal Hollerith
Character Machine Octal C.,d Character Machine Octal Cud
Sot Cod, Code Code Sot Cod, Code Cod,
0 00 0000 00 0 4 10 0000 40 11-0
1 00 0001 01 1 J 10 0001 41 11-1, 00 0010 0' , X 10 0010 4' 11-2, 00 0011 0' , L 10 0011 43 11-3
4 00 0100 04 4 H 10 0100 44 11-4, 00 0101 0' , N 10 0101 4S 11-5
6- 00 0110 06 6 0 10 0110 46 11-6
7 00 0111 07 7 P 10 0111 47 11-7
8 00 1000 10 8 Q 10 1000 '0 11-8, 00 1001 11 , X 10 1001 51 11-9
~
00 1010 12 '-8 - 10 lOla 52 11
00 1011 13 '-8 $ 10 1011 53 11-3-8
@ 00 1100 14 4-8 • 10 1100 54 11-4-8, 00 1101 15 '-8 ) 10 1101 " 11-S-8> 00 1110 16 6-8 , 10 1110 " 11-6-8'- 00 1111 17 7-8 , 10 1111 57 U-7-8• 01 0000 '0 (blank) + 11 0000 60 12-0
A 01 0001 21 12-1 I 11 0001 61 0-1
8 01 0010 22 12-2 S 11 0010 62 0-'
C 01 0011 " 12-3 T 11 0011 " 0-'D 01 0100 24 12-4 U 11 0100 64 0-4
X 01 0101 2S 12-5 V 11 0101 " 0-'F 01 0110 26 12-6 W_ 11 0110 " 0-6G 01 0111 27 12-7 X . 11 0111 67 0-7• 01 1000 '0 12-8 Y 11 1000 70 0-8I 01 1001 '31 12~9 Z 11 1001 71 0-'• 01 1010 " 12 - 11 1010 72 0-2-8· 01 IOn " 12-3-8 • 11 1011 " 0-3-8J 01 1100 34 12-4-8 , 11 1100 74 0-4-8
( 01 1101 " 12-S-8 - U nOl 7S 0-S-8< 01 lUO " .12-6-8 " 11 1110 16 0-6-8\ 01 lUI " 12·7-8 , 11 1111 77 0~7-8
1 Reproduced ft'"om ("GE-625/635 Progt'"amming Refet'"ence ~'lanual CPB-1 004C", Rugust
1965, Rppendix F]
Table 3.10 86500 Data Rept-esentation
"L "L EBCDIC HEXADECIMAL "L "L EBCDIC HElU.DECI~L
GRAPIIIC EXTERNAL INTERNAL INTERNAL CRAl'llrC GR\P1IIC E:":TER... ,u. rN1'ERNAL IKTEn...\L GRU'IIIC
non>< 0' 0000 H 0000 0100 0000 '0 H 1010 0' 0000 uoo 0000• '0
H 1.011 0' 1010
'A -" H OOOl 0' OOOl UOO 0001 "· 0100 101.1 ,.
[ H 1100 0' 1011 • H 0010 0' 0010 1100 0010 "0100 1010 4A
( H 1.101 0' 1101
, H 0011 0' DOH 1.100 0011 "0100 1.101 'D.
< H 1110
D H 0100 0' 0100 11.00 0100 "0' 1110 0100 11.00 "- H 111.J. 0' 1111 E H 0101 0' 0101 1100 010l. "0100 1.111 '"• H 0000 0' 1100 F " 0110 0' 0110 1100 0110 "010i 0000 50 , H 0111 0' 011J. 1100 0111 "• '0 1010 >0 1010 010J. 1011 5. • H 1000 " 1000 HOO 1000 "• '0 1100 10 1011 0101 HOD , H 100l. " 100l 1100 1.001 ""I '0 1101 10 1101 0101 1101 5D
0 '0 1110 W 11.10
;,: (Hult.) W 1010 W 0000 HOI 0000 00
010l IUD 5E
5 '0 1111 >0 ll11
J '0 OOOl W 0001 1101 OOOl. D>
OlOl 1111 OF
- W 0000 '0 • '0 0010 W 0010 1101 0010
D,
1100 0110 0000 60
L '0 0011 '0 0011 1101 DOll. D,
I D' 0001 n OOO~ 0~10 0001 "
M '0 0100 '0 0100 ~~O~ 0100 D' i
· 0' ~Oll. H 10~0 0~10 ~Oll. 6. M " O~O~ " o~o~ ~101 o~o~ D,
~ 0' ~~OO n 10~~ O~~O 1100 " ° '0
0~10 '0 01~0 1l.01 o~~o D6 I
· 0' ~~10 n uo~ 011l. 1l.~0 7. p '0 Ol~~ '0 Ol~~ ~10~ O~ll. D7
] 0' 11~0 U ~1l0 010~ ~O~O 5A Q '0 1000 '0 ~OOO 1l.01
1000 D'
· 0' lU~ n ll.ll 0111 1111 R '0 1001 '0 1001 1101 100~ D'7F, 00 lOU 00 1010 0111 1011 7. , 0' 1010 H 1100 0110 1101 6D
• 00 ~100 00 1011 0111 1l.00 7C , 0' 0010 n 0010 1110 0010 E>
• 00 1101 00 1101 011l. 1010 "
T 0' 0011 H 0011 1110 001l. "
> 00 1110 00 1110 01~0 11l.0 6E U 0' 0100 H
0100 1l.10 0100 E4
• 00 1111 00 1111 011l. 1~01 7D V 0' 0101 H 0101 1l.10 0101 E5V 0' 0110 H 0110 1110 0110 E6
X 0' 0111 H Olll. ~110 0111 E7-
Y " 1000 H 1000 ~1l0 1000 E', " ~001 H 1001, 1~10 100~ E' <n
'"
Tab 1e 3. 10, cont.
I
BOL BOL EBCDIC HEXADECIKAL
GIUPlIIC EXTERNAL INTERNAL INTEIU',\L GRAPliIC
0 00 ~010 00 0000 ~11~ 0000 FO, 00 OOO~ 00 ooo~ ~111 0001 F>, 00 0010 00 00'0 1111 0010 ", 00 0011 00 0011 1111 OOH F,, 00 0100 00 0100 1111 0'00 "5 00 0101 00 0101 ~111 0101 F'
• 00 0110 00 0110 1111 0110 F', 00 0~~1 00 0111 1111 0111 F7




... EBCDIC 0100 1110 ,,1"0 tran.!l14~eS to BcL 11 1010.
b. EBCDIC 1111 i .. transl"ted to BCL 00 0000 ~ith an
additionel £leg bit On the moet aigni£icant bit
lino (8th bit). Thi~ runction is uGad by the un-
bU££erod printer to stop acanning.
c. EBCDIC 1~10 0000 ia trana1atad ta BCL 00 0000
~ith an additian.. l rIng bit an tha naxt ta ~a .. t
signi£icant bit 1ino (7th bit). A.. the print
druma have 6~ graphics and apace th!a aignel Can
be usod to print tho 6~th graphic. The 64th
graphic is a ~CR~ rOT ~L druma and n ftF~ rOT
EBCDIC druma.
d. The re~nining 189 EBCDIC codes are trana1"ted
to BeL 00 0000 (1 cOde).
o. Tho EBCDIC graphic" and BCL graphic ....re the










1 Repr-oduced fr-om ["8ur-r-oughs 86500






states, the mapping is not 1 to 1. Therefore data may
be lost. The 7-track tape generated is in odd parity.
b) TRTCH = ET - This is the same as TRTCH = T except
that the tape generated is even parity.
0) TRTCH ~ E - The fi~st two high o~der bits of the
EBCDIC code are lost. Only the low order 6 bits are
kept. In some computer installations this is the
default mode. This means lost data. The tape generated
is even parity
d) TRTCH ~ C .. Data conversion is used. Rn EBCDIC
character is utr"i tten on a seven tr-ack tape wi thout 1055
of data. This is the most acceptable form as it allows
the recipient the capability of mapping the source
graphic code to his tal'"get graphic caele as he lUi shes.
The tape is written in odd parity.
Since ther-e ar-e four options, 01"11 y one
acceptable unless additional info~mation
is known, the usey often yeceives a tape with
of which is
about the dat a
missing data
that cannot be yeconstyucted.
must r-equest a new tape.
If data is missing, the user-
is a common way for-
to their- softwar-e.
Undey the SCOPE system on the CDC
can be in an UPDRTE foymat. This
Cont~ol Data to send out modifications
6000 seYies, tapes
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R computing center may also elect to have this as a standard
way.of transfering data. If the tape Fecor-ded in update
format had a program on it that a user wished to get running
on another manufacturer"s computer, he would have to
understand just how to extract enough meaningful control
information in order to reconstruct the original
images.
line
Rnother- majol'"" source tape generation problem is sending
incor-rect information with the tape. The sender may
incorr-8ctly state the number of fi 1es, physical and logieal
records and char-acters peF physical r-8cor-d. Par-ity is
I'"arely mentioned and occasionally the density is not
correct. This makes the task of transforming the tape more
difficult.
Problems also occur when a 9-track tape arrives at an
installation that has only 7-track tape drives. Rn
inter-mediate compLlter is necessar-y to copy the 9-tr-ack tape
to a 7-tr-ack tape. It is quite possible that during this
copy procedur-e, data may be added or lost. Thus when the
tape reaches the target computer, it may have two levels
of confusion involved.
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R SYNTHESIS OF TEST CRSES
Twenty test cases have been chossn for the pu~po5e of
discussing and illustrating some of the existing problems
of magnetic tape portability. They are numbered according
to the computer manufacturer of the source computer and
the order in which they arrived (see Table 3.11). The test
cases were not solicited but were actual instances of users
who were not able to use the data in i t5 original form and
thus needed the data transformed to a useable form. Of
the twenty cases, 15 different sending groups were
represented. There were 16 individual recipients of these
source tapes representing 12 different groups. Seven
difreY"ent computer manufacturers were involved in producing
the various source tapes.
In 11 of the test cases, some fot'"m of gr-aphic
transformation was t'"equired. Excluding case C1, the target
graphic was CDC 6500 Display code. In case C1, the tat'"get
gt'"aphic was EBCDIC. Two cas8s(D1,M1) had RSCII as the
source gt'"aphic, 2 cas8s(U1 J U2) had FIELDRTR as the sout'"ce
graphic,S cases(I1,Irt,IS , I8,S1) had versions of EBCDIC
as the source graphic and 7 cases(H1,I2,I6,I7,I10,I11 J U3)
had versions of BCD as the sOLll"'ce graphic. In all of these
cases the exact gl'"aphic transformation was not known in
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advance but was det_ermined i ter-atlvel y.
One non-graphic case(I9) involved floating point
transformations, case 16 required signed numeric
transformations and case 13 would have used the packed
decimal option if all of the data W8t'"8 cort""ect. In
addition, case D1 also had one file involving fixed point
"tY-ansf or-mat ions.
In many cases the graphic code expected (i.e. a verbal
request or a letter that came with the tape) was different
from the actual graphic code found on the tape. In
particular, case 15 was to have been 2 files each of BCD
and EBCDIC but really had 4 files of EBCDIC. Case 111 was
to have been EBCDIC and it turned out to be BCD. In
addition, graphic symbols that were not expected were found
in all cases requiring graphic transformation.
One case(U3) involved two transformations of data. The
tape was BCD which had been trasformed from F1ELDRTR. The
binary counters that contained the length in words of the
card image were thus treated as F1ELDRTR characters and
transformed to BCD which altered the numeric value.
Logical end of files were found in cases U1,U2 J U3. Case
12, produced by the Cambridge Monitor System, had binary
card images as well as source card images mixed on one
physical f1 1e. Several cases had to have their data
decomp~essed(D1,M1.U1,U2,U3). Only case D1 involved the
intsYchanging of bit patte~ns while deleting unnecessa~y
bits was ~equiYed by cases D1, 12, 18, 19, M1, U1, U2,
and U3.
weye involved in cases
Logical ~ecot'"ds that spanned acyoss physical ~eco~ds
16, 17, 18, U1, U2, and U3. Due
to the structu~e of the 50UYCe tape and constYaints of the
taYget opeyating system, case 17 requit"'ed that 1ogieal
yecoyds be mapped to a diffe~ent logical ayyangement on
the target system. Trailer labels in each physical Y8coyd
had to be yemoved in cases U1, U2 and U3.
Duying conversion from 9-tyack to 7-track case 19 had
the first physical yeco~d containing data removed. Case
18 had a physical record· that was damaged. Fo~tunatsly
it was possible to yeconstruct this yecoyd by refering to
a sOI..!yce 'isting. Two out of 8 bi ts weye missing in case
13 as well as having a blocking factor different fyom that
f~equested.
In conclusion, there wet'" 8 no cases in which it was
possible to tyansfoYffi the tape based on the oyiginal
information supplied by the US8Y.
Rdditional details foy the test cases may be found in
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 in Chaptey 5.
Table 3.11 Test Cases
CRSE SOURCE COMPUTER GROUP SENDING
11 IBM 360 Rrgonne Labs
C1 CDC 6500 Pur'due Unive ....sity
Computing Cente....
12 IBM 360 MIT
t11 Modcomp III Modul ar Computer
Systems
13 IBM 370/155 Rdministrative
Data Processing
S1 Siemens University of
F....eiburg
U1 Univac 1108 Unive ....sity of
Wisconsin
U2 Univac 1108 Texas Wate ....
Rutho .... ity
I~ IBM 360/67 University of
Michigan


















































Table 3. 11 , cont.
U3 Univac 1106 Univel"'si ty of Industr-ial
Utah Rdmini:stration
110 IBM 370 Bell Labs Sociology
111 IBM 360/67 Univend ty of Computer
Michigan Sciences
H1 HoneylJJe 11 6000 Bell Labs Sociology
Dl PDP 11/y5 Biology Biology
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CHRPTER ~.
RN RPPRORCH FOR PORTRBLE MRGNETIC TRPES
GENERRL COMMENTS
This chapter considers the ~equirements that must exist
to provide transf.ormation of ·datu from a source tape to
a target tape. Six data types are discussed followed by
their table specifications. Other requirements for data
description are then discussed followed by a genet~al
algorithm for magnetic tape data transformation.
DRTR TYPES
There are six required data types. They are: (1) null,
(2) straight binat'""y, (3) fixed point, (lJ) floating point,




R I~ull type used to specify a null input field results
in not tr-anaforming the data specified in the fie.1d. It
is quite useful in editing out information. Used in
conjunction with the concatenation feature, which is
discussed later, it al lows the jnining of two non-adjacent
fields. The option of specifying a null output field is
neC8ssar-y to allow the use of binary CDunter-s without
passing them on as target fields.
Straight Binary refers to normal binary fields consisting
of zeros and ones. They ar-8 assumed to be converted
directly. The ones stay ones and the zeros stay zeros.
The main use is for passing identical bit for-mations between
computers. This allows manipul~tion of the data to be done
at a later- time by the user within the target compute~
system.
Fixed Point
T~ansformation between single p~ecision source fixed
point and target fixed point is a minimum ~equirement.
The fixed point attributes are contained in the computer
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attribute table that is briefly discussed late~ in this
chapte~. Rttribute5 such d5 length of the integer and sign
position can be used to isolate the functional parts of
the fixed point number. R general algorithm can be
con5t~ucted for fixed point regardless of the negative
t""epr-esentation of numbers (i.8. ones-camp] ement, ttuos-
complement or sign-magnitude). Step 14 J discussed later
in the chapter, outlines this algorithm.
Fl Dating Point
Transformations between source floating point and target
floating point take place via an algorithm using the
floating point attr-ibutes th-3t are contained in the computer
attribute table that is briefly described later in this
chapter. Rttributes such as length of the characteristic
and mantissa, sign position of the ch~racteristic and
mantissa, b~5e of the mantissa and characteristic, and
me~hod of nega~ive representation can be used to isolate
the fLlr'"rctional parts of the fl o~ting point numbet'"0 The
minimLlm transformation t'"equit'"ements are to handl e singl e
precision normalized numbers.
Zoned, Packed and Numeric Decimal Codes




to convert source packed, zoned or numeric decimal data
to form~ts acceptable to the ta~get computer. The packed
decimal format can be considered to be a string of n bit
digits with the rightmost digit being the sign. The normal
transformation would be to a le~ding sign followed by a
string of digits. The length of each target digit is
controlled by the target computer.
The zoned and numeric decimal formats can be considered
to be a string of m bit .digits with the I~ightmost digit
co~taining the sign as well as the value of the digit.
The normal transformation would be as in packed decimal.
Graphil~~ode5
This type allows a numeric code representing a source
graphic to be transformed to a numeric code representing
the same graphic symbol on the target computer. Chapter
3 discussed this p~oblem in depth.
TRBLE REQUIREMENTS
transformation "al gori thm described 1ater in
~eqLdres five tabl es from which the necessary
attributes can be extracted fQ~ input and output type
ve~ification, computer
t~an5formatlon5. Examples
found in Chapter S.
Master Graphic Table
desc".iptions






This table consists of a basic set of graphic symbols
and their corresponding codes for code transformation.
It provides a mapping from one character set to another.
The names for the g.... aphic symbols should be based on the
RNSI' .standards (RNSI 1961). Rddi tiona] names can be added
without benefit of standardization. The table should also
be constructed so that it
contain, as a minimum, sev8v-al
EBCDIC, BCDIe, ISO, OISPLRY
3.3, 3.1j., 3.5, 3.7, 3.8).
may be easily modified and
well used codes such as RNSI,
and FIELORTR (see Tables 3.1,
This table is similar to the master graphic table except
it allows cade transformations for packed and zoned decimal
to other graphic codes.
Computer Rttribute Table
This table contains the attributes of a computer that
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are necessary to provide correct transformations for all
data types. It must contain, as a minimum, (1) attt"'ibutes
to properly define fixed and floating point numbers
including their negative numbet'" representation and (2)
number of bits per word, character, byte and digit.
IYQ~ Tl'"ansformation Table
This table relates a type name to a type number and the
number of bits per graphic symbol.
Rl10wable Type Transformation Matrix
This is an input-output matrix that exists to allow
transformations between different types.
OTHER REQUIREMENTS FOR DRTR DESCRIPTION
Fo!'" proper data description, othel'" options that allow
concatenation, repetition, £1ow control, sentinel checking,
output, n bit to m bit transformation, labels and spanning
a~e ~equi~ed. R field desc~ip1D~ containing some of the
above options can be used to define a field O~ numbe~ of
fields.
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Concatenation allows two field~ to be combined to fo~m
a third. It is useful in transforming fields whose target
description is different than that of the 50Ut'"ce
clescr-iption. Rnother use is in changing zoned, packed and
numer-ic decimal fiel ds so that they at""8 acceptabl e fot'"
normal Fortran format statements.
Repetition
Repetition allows the value found in a field to be saved
and used as a constant which will later control the number
of times a field descriptor is to be repeated. It allows
transforming variable length records or fields where the
1ength of the recor-d or fie1 d is embedded in a pt'"8vi.QU5
I~ecot'"d or- fiel d.
Flow Control
Flow Control a'low~ the user to control the flow of his
input and output data description by specifying the field
that wi 11 be tl"'"ansfol"'"med after- the cur-rent fiel d descr-iptor"
is satisfied. It I"'"educes ·the number- of fiel d descr-iptors
for- ~ given run ~nd can be used to r-epeat patter-ns by.
jumping over field descriptors and I""eturning to them latel"".
Sentinel Checking
Senti~el Checking allows the user to specify a field
as a control at'" sentinel field. The value specified in
the sentinel value portion of' the field descriptor is tested
each time the field occurs. If the sentinel value is
satisfied, the action specified in the sentinel action
portion of the field descriptor is taken. Sentinels allow
lines, records and files to be variable length.
Output
The output option allows a record to be written on the
target tape upon completion of the transformations specified
in the field descriptor. If the output option is not used.
the transformed data specified by the field descriptor will
be placed in the output buffer until another field
descriptor ~-equests output. Rlso, if the output option
is not used in any field descriptor, the default will be
to generate one physical record out for each physical record
in.
N 8i t to /"1 81 t Transformation
This option allows the user to map n bit fields to m
bit fields. Character sets do not always contain the same
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numbe~ of bits pe~ character. Eight bit EBCDIC often has
to be transformed to a 6-bit code such dS BCD or DISPLRY
and 6-bit codes must often b~ transformed to a-bit codes.
Word sizes also differ between computers.
Header and Trailer Labels
Rny grouping of data may have header and/or trailer
labels. Header labels may consist of information that
allows identification of the following data. Trailer labels
may contain check sum information. Tapes can have header
and trailer files. Files can have header and trailer
records. Records can have header and trailer fields. The
capability must exist to either extract the necessary
information from the header or trailer or to bypass them.
SpanniQg Rcro55 P~sica' Records
Span~ing occurs when a logical record or field is
contained in mor-E than one physical record. Therefore the
capability must exist to buffer the input in such a way
that spanning is allowed since source data descriptions
will differ from-t~rget data. descriptions.
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RN RLGORITHM FOR R TRPE TRRNSFORMRTION PROGRRM
The algo~ithm that follows is a procedure for
transforming a tape generated on a source computer to one
acceptable for a target computer. It is designed to reside
on the target computer. The algorithm is composed of steps
which are in turn composed of tasks. The notation for step
i task j is step i.j. Normal flow through this algorithm
is sequential unless otherwise noted. R global flow diagram
of the relationship between steps may be found in Figure
4.1 .
Since data description errors compound themselves which
in turn resul ts in erToneous output 1ater, error diagnostics
often terminate a job and return control to the user.
Expe~-ience has shown that an incremental advancement through
the data desc~iption is p~esently the best technique.
The algo~ithm is limited in that the fixed point step
has not been used in actual production and the floating
point step, al though general in nature, has worked onl y
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Figur-8 Q.1 Global Diagr-am fot'"" a Tape Transformation
Rlgol'"ithm
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Step 1 - Job Initialization
Task 1 - Read in Tables
Set up the input and output tapes, p~int p~og~am
titles, r-ead in type tr-ansformation options and
pr-int them out, r-ead in and pl'"int out the
allowable type tr-ansformation matrix, read in
and print out the master- gr-aphic table, and the
zoned and packed decimal table along with their
header-so
Task 2 - Read in Header- and Job Oescriptor-s
Read in and pr-int out gener-al infor-mation (user-
name, addr-8ss, project, etc.), the source computer-
and tar-get computer.
Step 2 - Tape, F!le, Record Descr-iptor Initialization
Tasv. 1 - Read Sour-ce and Tar-get Tape Descr-iptions
Read in the number of tracks, density and number-
of f11 as. I f the number- of tracks is zero,
ter-minate the job by going to step 10.5, otheFwise
set up the density for the Fead physical record
p~ckage by going to step 16.1.
Task 2 - Read Source File Description
Read in the paFi ty, number of physical FecoFds
pev- fi 1e. numbeF of bits peF chaFacteF on the
SQuv-ce and target computev-, and the numbe..... of
bits per digit on the source computer.
input bi t pointe~'
to exclude these
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TasK 3 - Read Sou~ce and Ta~get Reco~d Description
Read in and print out the blocking factm- (logiea!
records per physical record) and the number of
leading bits to remove from each physical record.
Step2_ - Source and Target Compllter Rttribute Initial ization
Load the source and target attribute tables from
the computer-attribute table. If the values of
source bits per character, target b~t5 per
character, and source bits per digit are omitted
or zero, take the corresponding values from the
cQmputel~ attribute table. If they have values,
over-ride the corresponding computer attribute.
Generate a table of masKs to be used for bit
manipulation. Set the file counter to one.
~ __.i_.- Fi 1e Int tial izatian and Fiel d Descr-iptol'"
Initialization
Task 1 - HeadsI'" Deletion Initialization
If header- bits al'"e to be r-emoved fl'"om each
physical r-ecol'"d, set initial
and initial input wor-d counter-
leading bits.
Task 2 - Soul'"ce File Initialization
set field descr-iptol"" ar-ea, input al'"ea and output
al'"ea to zer-o, the output wOl'"d counter- to zel'"O,
input and output physical recol""d countel""s to zer-o,
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descr-iptol'"s containing, the
field~ humber of units,
field descriptor- output sUlitch to off.
Task 3 - Read and Ver-i fy Sout'"ce and Target
Description
Read in the fiel~
starting field, ending
Field
units, input type, output type, r-epetition option,
concatenation option, output option and flow
control option. Verify that the input and output
type.=. are tr-ansfor-mabl e. If they are not, print
out a message and terminate the job by going to
step 10.5. If any of the types in the field
descriptors al'"'8 of the type fixed point, check
to see if the word length of the source computer-
is gr-eater- than than that on the tal"'get computer.
If it is, print out an appropriate message and
tet'"minate the job by going to step 10.5.
TaSK ~ - Target Field Initialization
If the output option in any field descriptor is
on, set all output control to be triggered by
the field descriptors.
Step 5 - Read a Physical Record and Test for End Of File
Task 1 - Check For Exceeding Physical Record Limit
If the number of physical records per file is
unknown, go to step 5.2. If not, check to see
if the number of physical records for this file
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If they are, go to step 5.~,are to be exceeded.
otherwise continue.
Task 2 - Read One Physical .Reco~d
Increase the input physical record counter by
one. Read one physical record by going to step
16.2.
Task 3 - Test For End-Of File
Check for an end of file. If an end of file has
not occurred on the source tape, go to step 6.1,
otherwis5 continue.
Task ~ - File Termination Procedures
Write an end of file on the
graphic transformations have
out the graphics that were not
the number of times that
occurred. Increase the file
target tape. If
been made, pri nt
transformable and
each of them has
counter by one.
If the file counter is greater than the total
number of files to be transformed go to step 2.1,
otherwise go to step 4.2.
Set the input
input Lliordini tialthetoequalwo~d counter
Step 6 - Source Reco~d and Field Initialization
Task 1 - New Record Initialization
Turn the initialization·switch on.
cccunteV"" J the logical I"'ecol"'"d counter to zeV""o, ,and
the output woV""d counte~ to ze~o.
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Task 2 - Field Initialization
Set the field descriptor counter to zero, the
repetition counter to zero and the field countsI'""
to Z81'"0.
TasK 3 - Rdvance to Next Field and Test For Logical
Record End
Increase the field counter by one. Save the
current source bits per unit. If this is not
the end of a logical t"'Bcor-d go to step 7.1. If
this is a repeating field that is not completed!
go to step 7.Q. Increase the logical record
counter by one. If the number of logical records
per- physical record is not equal to the logicaJ
record counter go to step 6.2.
Task q - Output Option Test
If the output is controlled by field -descriptors,
go to step 5. Otherwise, write out one record
by going to step 17.
TaSK 5 - Reset Output Counter
Set the output wo~d counter to ze~o. Return to
step 5.
Step 7 - Select Next Field Descriptor
Task 1 - Set Up Source Bits Per Unit
If all fiel ds described by the fiel d descripto~
have not been transformed, go to step 7. LJ.,
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otherwise select the next field descriptor. Set
up the source bits per unit based on the requeste~
uni ts (bi ts, characters, bytes, digi t5, IJJords).
If the units at""8 unknown, wr-ite out an appropriate
message and terminate the job by going to step
10.5.
Task 2 - Multiple Unit Test
If the input type is not straight binat'"y, fixed
point or floating point, go to step 7.Q, otherwise
continue.
Task 3 - Set Up Total Source 8its Per Unit For This
Field
Set source bits per unit equal to the product
of source bits per unit and the number of units
in the current field descriptor. Set the number
of units to be transformed equal to one. Go to
step 8.l.
Task 4 - Set Up Numbec Of Units
Set the number of units to be transformed equal
to the number- of units in the fiel d descr-iptor-.
Step~ - Sentinel ~heck, Tr-ansfor-m a Field
Task 1 - Tr-ansfor-mation Initialization
Initialize the char-acter- pointer- to one. If the
initialization switch is off, go to step 9.5,
other-wise set the initialization switch to off.
Increase the output word counter by one.
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Clear-
the next word to be used for output, set the
output bit pointer to the number of bits per word
in the target computer and set the input bit
pointer to the initial bit pointer_.
TasK 2 - Load Working Rrea With Input
Load the working area with the next word residing
in the target computer to be transformed.
Task 3 - Extract The Bits To Be Transformed
Extract the bits to be transformed.
Task ~ - Sentinel Field Check
If this field is not a sentinel go to step 8.6.
If the value in the field is not the required
sentinel go to step 8.6. Otherwise, write out
one r-ecor-d by going to step 17.
Task 5 - Check Type Of Sentinel
Set the output wor-d counter to one. II this is
an end of £1 I e sentinel go to step 5.4'.
Otherwise, treat as end of logical record sentinel
and go to step 6.2.
Task 6 - Choose Correct Tl""ansformation
If the input type is graphic, go to step 11.
If the input type is packed, zoned or numeric
decimal, go to step 12. If the input type is
null, go to step 9.2. Otherwise go to step 13.
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Task 7 - Sto~e Transformed Field
Load the current output word with the transformed
fiel d. If this val ue l-s not to be saved fo.... use
as a repetition constant for future fields go
to step 10, otherwise save the product of this
value and the multiplier value in the repetition
cons1:ant fiel d .of t·he fiel d desct'""iptor-. Go to
step 10.
Step 9 - Store Transformed Character In Output Rrea
Task 1 - Output Rrea Initialization
Mask out all but the necessary bits of the
transformed character. If the output does not
go across word boundaries on the target computer,
go to step 9.3. Otherwise increase the output
bit pointer by the number of bits per word of
the target computer 1855 the m.Jmber- of target
bits per unit. Put the leftmost bits that will
fill up the cu~rent output wo~d into the current
output wo~d. Increase the output word counter
by one. Place the remaining output bits in this
new output word.
Task 2 - Increase Output Bit Pointer
Increase the output bit pointer by the number-
of target bits per unit. Go to step 9.Q.
Task 3 - Place Transformed Character In Output Rrea
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character left by the
bit poin~er and
place it in the
output
unit and
Shift the new output
difference between the
the target bite per
output war-d.
TasK 4 - End Of Field Test
If the current character counter is greater than
or equal to the number of units to be transformed,
go to step 10. Otherwise, incl""ease the char-acts...-
pointer by one and save the current source bits
pet'" unit.
Task 5 - Rdvance To R New Field
Reduce the input bit pointer by the saved current
source bi ts per- uni t I reduce the output bit
poi nt et'" by t he number 0 f tar-get bi t s per- uni't.
If the output bit pointer is not equal to zero,
go to step 9.6, otherwise continue. Set the
output bit pointer equal to the target bits per
word. Increase the output word counter by one.
Ze~o out the new output wo~d.
Task 6 - Rdvance Input Rnd Check Fo~ End Of Physical
Reco~d
If the input bit pointe~ is g~eate~ than or equal
to the numbe~ of sou~ce bi 1:5 pe~ uni t, go to step'
8.3. Otherwise, increase the input word counter
by one. If the input wo~d counter is less than
the number of words read in by the read package
Cstep 16)
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go to step 8.7, othe~wise print out
a message that fewer logical records were found
than specified. Go to step 6. q.
Task 7 - Process Input Rcross ~Jord Boundal""ies
If the input bit pointer is equal to zero, set
the input bit pointer to the number of bits pee
word in the tat"'"get computer and go to step 8.2.
Otherl.JJise, save the remaining bits that need to
be transfor-med, bring the next input word into
the working area, and extract the necessary bits
that need to be added to the previous bits.
Increase the input bit pointer by the number of
bits per word in the target computer. Go to step
8. q.
Step 10 - Prepare ~or Next Field
Task 1 - Field Descriptor Repeat Test
If the current fiel d output type is null, go to
step 10.3. If this field descriptor is not to
be repeated, set the repetition counte~ to ze~o
and go to step 10.2. Otherwise, inc~ease the
~epetition counte~ by one, if the field has been
repeated enough times, reset the repetition
counter to ze~o and go to step 10.2, otherudse
continue. Reduce the field desc~iptor counter
by one, reduce the field counte~ by one. If the
concatenate switch 15 on,
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go to step 6.3.
Write two end
print a message
Ter-roi nat e t hi 5
Othe~wise go to step 10.2.
Task 2 - Field Concatenation Test
If the concatenate switch is on go to step 6.3.
Otherwise, inc~ease the output wo~d counte~ by
one, ze~o out the new output word.
Task 3 - Output Option Test
If the concatenate switch is on, go to step 6.3.
Othet'"wise, set the output bit pointeI'"" to the sum
of the bits per word of the target computer and
the number of bits per unit on the target
computet'". If the fiel d descriptor output option
is off, go to step 6.3. Otherwise, output by
going to step 17.
Task ~ - Initialize Output Word Counter
Set the output word counter to one. Go to step
6.3.
Task 5 - Terminate The Job
of file marks on the output tape,
that the r-un is terminated.
job by retul-ning contr-ol to the
user.
Step 11 - Transform One Graphic Code
Task 1 - Tr-ansfo~m One Gr-aphic Code
Look up the target gl'""aphic cOI'""r-8sponding to the
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50u~ce graphic symbol in the master graphic table.
If it is undefined, print out a message to this
effect and increase the corresponding error count
for this code by one, otherwise continue. Go
to step 8.7.
Ste~ - Transform Packed, Zoned or Numeric Decimal
TasK 1 - First Character or Digit
If this is not the first character or digit of
the field go to step 12.2. Otherwise, sa~e the
output word and bit pointers for the future
pl aeement of the sign, retut'"n zeros fot"'" the
character or digit of the
Otherwise, I""eturn the
digit transformed, go to step
1 2.3.
or
field go to step
last character
transformed value, go to step 12.6.
Task 2 - Normal Transformation
If this is the last
1 2 • 6.
Task 3 - Last Digit is Packed Decimal Sign
If this is not a packed decimal transfor-mation,
go to step 12. q.. Otherwise, return the 1ast digit
transformed, look up the corresponding value for
the sign of the target computer in the zoned-
packed decimal tabl e, pl ace the sign in the
position saved in step 12.1, go to step 8.7.
Task q - Transform Sign (or Zoned or Numeric Decimal
Return the last character transformed.
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If the
sign has already been transformed go to step 12.5,
otherwise save the input word and bit pointers,
reduce the character counter by one, separate
the sign from the character and save the chal'"sctel""
fo~ step 12. 5 . If input type is zoned decimal
IDOl< up the cor-responding chat'"acte'r- fo~ the sign
of the target computer in the zoned-packed decimal
tab! 8, otherwise look the sign up in the master
graphic table. Place the sign in the position
saved in step 12.1,. go to 12.6.
Task 5 Transform Last Character for Zoned Decimal
Restore the input word and bit pointers to the
correct position, use the character in step 12.q
and go to step 12.6.
Task 6 - Look Up Transformed Character or Digit
Look up the corresponding digit O~ cha~acte~ fo~
the ta~get compute~ in the packed and zoned
decimal table, save this transfo~med value for
the next time, go to step 8.7.
Step 13 - Non-Graphic T~ansformation
Task 1 -'Fixed Point, Float5ng Point or Straight 8ina~y
Test
If the input type is straight bina~YI set the
ta~get field equal to the source field and go
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to step 13.2. If the input type is fixed point
go to step 14. If the input type is. floating
point go to step 15. Othe~wise p~int out an e~~o~
message and continue.
Task 2 - Retur-n
Go to step 8.7.
Step 14 - Fixed Point Tr-ansfor-mation
Task 1 - Test For- Negation
Save the sign bit", If it is a 0 (positive), set
the tar-get field equal to the SQut'"ce field and
go to step 14.5, otherwise extr-act the integer
par-to
Task 2 - Source Computer- Is Sign-11agni tude
If the source computer- is sign-magnitude, set
the target field equal to -(integer part) and
go to step 14.5, otherwise continue.
Task 3 - Sour-ce Computer Is Ones-Complement
If the source compLltel"" is ones-camp] ement and
the tar-get computer- is sign-magnitude, set the
target field equal .to -(integer part + 1) and
go to step 1l.J.. 5, otherwise continue. I f the
source computer is ones-complement and the target
computer is also ones-complement, set the target
field equal to -(integer part), set the sign bit
to a 1 and go to step 1l.J..5, otherwise continue.
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If the source computer is ones-complemant and
the target comput.8r- is twos-campI ement set the
target field equal to (integer part 1), set
the sign bit to a 1 and go to step 14.5, otherwise
contiml8.
Task 4 - Source Computer Is Twos-Complement
If the source computer is twos-complement and
the target computer is ones- complement, set the
target fiel d equal to (integer par-t + 1), set
the sign bit of the output field equal to 1 and
go to step 14.5, othet'"wise continue. If the
source computer is twos-complement and the target
computer is sign magnitude, set the target field
equal to -(integer part), go to step 14.5,
otherwise continue. If the source computer and-
the tar-get computer alre both twos-campl ement,
set the ta~get field equal to the intege~ po~tion
with its sign bit a 1 and go to step 1~.5,
othe~wi5e continue.
Task 5 - RetUt~n F~om Fixed Point
Retu~n to step 13.2.
5teP-15 - Floating Point T~an5fo~mation
Task 1 - Floating Point T~an5fo~mation
Ext~act the sign, exponent and f~action and





algo~ithm for IBM 360 to CDC 6500 floating point
may be found in Chapter 2.
Step 16 - Read Package
Task 1 - Set Up Density
If the density is allowable
comp,uter, set up the density for
return to step 2.2, otherwise
message and terminate the job by
10.5.
Task 2 - Read One Physical Record
Read one physical record in either odd or even
parity and at any of the allowable densities,
set the end of file sluitch on if a physical end
of £i' e appears, reread the physical 1"'8cord a
suf ficient numbel~ of times to verify its
correctness. If it is correct, go to step 5.3,
otherwise print Qut an error message, set the
end of file switch on and go to step 5.3.
?tep ..1.~ - Wr-i t8 Package
Task 1 - Output One Record
Reduce the numbe~ of words to be written out by
one, increase the output record counter by one,
write out the record and file number on the print
file, write out one record on the target tape
in a format acceptable for the target camputer.
Ze~o out the output area. I f we carne ftrom step
6.4, go to gtep 6.5. If we came from step 8.4,




111PLEMENTRTION OF THE RPPRORCH ON R CDC 6500
GENERRL COMMENTS
To verify the approach discussed in Chapter 4, a pl'"ogt~am
was implemented on the CDC 6500. Fortran was chosen as
the implementation language primarily due to its widespread
avai 1abi 1i tV. In addition, the Fortr-ans running under the
MRCE operating system at Purdue· University are well
maintained and reasonably efficient. Rlso, under the
Minnesota Fortran Compiler (MNF) there is an option to allow
checking for RNSI Fortran. Functions are also available
that allow the necessary bit manipulation capabilities.
The majority of the approach as discussed in Chapter
4 has been implemented. Only those features that actually
arose in production test cases were included. It was felt
that adding featu~es fo~ hypothetical caQes was not valid,
pa~ticula~ly when it was a majo~ effo~t to include the
featu~eQ for actual test cases.
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The program has been compiled and executed under the
RUN, FUN and MNF compilers. The program compiles under
standard RNSI Fortran with the two following exceptions:
1. The use of ENTRY in subroutines.
2. The use of O(octal) in Format statements.
However, the use of ENTRY statements as used in the program
is generally available in most For-trans. The use of octal
can be changed depending on whether the graphic tables and
their errors are to be input and output in octal. decimal
or hexadecima 1 •
The program consists of the main program, 14 subroutines
and 6 f unct i ans. Each 0 f t hes8 are di scussed ltd t h
implementation assumptions and limitations. Figure 5.1
illustrates a flow network of the tape transformation
program.
MRIN PROGRRM
The main program extracts the- bits that are to be
transformed and acts as a driver for the subroutines. It
is machine independent excluding dimension and common
statements which must be changed when ten 6-bit characters
clo not fit into one word.
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Six subroutines (CRRDS; FLORT, MESRGE, RITE, TRBCON,
TREED) are machine dependent. They use system ~outines
that are available under MRCE, rely on a GO-bit word or
take advantage of the 63 character set on the CDC 6500.
CRRDS
Subroutine CRRDS has ten entry points and handles the
reading of all data cards. It prints out the input and
provi~e5 some err-or diagnostics. The range of the values
in the data descriptor cards have been chosen to allow a
specific number of variables to exist on each card. I!
necessary, the formats of these cards can be changed to·
accomodate larger values. Howeverj in the case of
aT phanumel~ic fiel ds, the dimension of the variabl e shoul d
be examined and made larger if required.
FLORT
Subroutine FLORT handles IBM 360/370 32-bit floating
point transformations. It is called from subroutine OTHER.
The fractional pa~t is extracted and the binary point moved
50 that it can be t~eated as an intege~. The sign and
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exponent ar-e 09150 extY"acted. the t"""e~ul ting number is then
the pr-oduct of the integer and the exponent modified by
the sign. The algor-ithm was discussed in Chapter 2. The






Subr-outine MESRGE handles the majority
that ar-8 placed in the print file.
SUbr-oLItines that print out messages are
It is called fr-om the main program




as well as various
character- war-ds
and octal numbs!'" capability on the CDC 6500, this routine
is machine dependent.
RITE
SI.Jbroutine RITE writes on to the target tape. The fOl'"mat
is pr-8sently restr-icted to a for-matted write. This is
machine dependent and must be modified fo~ a pa~ticula~
system convention. It is called f~om sub~outine OUTPUR.
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TRBCON
When subroutin~ TRBCON is given the source graphic code ,
the corresponding target graphic code is returned. Table
look-up is performed on the master graphic table by means
of a pointer, since the table is already pre-sorted on the
input type. Tabl e 5.3 contains the avai I abl e graphic
symbols and their corresponding numeric codes. Rll symbols
in the master graphic table that do not have codes are
preset to all octal sevens, which is a minus zero on the
CDC 6500. If the resulting code of the target graphic is
not 1ess than pl us Z8FO or gl""eater- than 255 it is assumed
to be correct. Otherwise an error message is triggered
prior to the output of the field. It is called from the
main progr-am.
TREED
This subroutine has two ent~y
the density to be used in TREEO.
is othe~ than 200, 556 o~ 800 bits
te~minated.
points. PREED sets up
It the density requested
pe~ inch the ~un is
TREED ~eads one physical ~eco~d f~om magnetic tape.
If an end-at-tile occurs, a flag is set which will be
handled by the main p~og~am. The numbe~ of SO-bit wor-ds
r-ead in is also ~eturned. It is capable of ~eading eithe~
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even OF odd pa~ity tapes with densities of 200, 556, OF
800 bits per inch. No attempt is made to Fead mixed parity
files or mixed density· tapes. If a" tape error occurs,
control is returned to the main program.
This subroutine is machine dependent since the call to
the read one physical record (RERO) routine available under
the MRCE operating system has machine dependent arguments.
RERD also detects an end-ot-file and abnormal conditions._
TREED will have to be modified to conform with the interface
for each computer installation. Both PREEO and TREED are
called from the main program.
nRCHINE INDEPENDENT SUBROUTINES
Eight sub,outines (ERRGRR, FIXED, FMRRK, OKTRRN, OTHER,
OUTPUR, PRKCON, PZOEC) are machine independent.
ERRGRR
Subroutine ERRGRR write~ out, afte~ an end of file has
occu~~ed, all of the graphics and their numeric codes that
we~e used as a source graphic but we~e undefined as a target
g~aphic. Fo~ exampl e, h"" d"the grap 1C ampersan is not




Sub~outine FIXED is called from subroutine OTHER. It
hand! es all fixed point transformations. If the number
is negative, that is a one bit in the sign position, the
comp1.Jter attribute t.abl es fol"" both the sout'""ce computer and
the target computer are used to establish if 5ign-magnit~de,
ones complement or twos complement arithmetic is used and
then the appropriate action is taken. The algorithm was
discussed in Chapter q. The .integsl'"" 1ength of the sour-ce
computer must be no larger than the integer length on the
target computer. It is assumed that the sign bit is the
leftmost bit in the field to be transformed. This
subroutine has never been used in actual production.
FMRRK
Subroutine FMRRK writes an end of file on the ta~get
tape.
OKTRRN
It is called from the main program.
Subroutine OKTRRN cheCKS to see if the input data type
and the output data type are tran3formable. Types greater
than or equal to ten are assumed to be graphic and are
always transfo~mable to one another. If either type is
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greater than 25 an error- occur-So Types ar-e checked agai"nst
the allowable type transformation matrix (see Table 5.2)
for acceptability. If a 1 is returned it is acceptable.
If a 0 is returned it is not acceptable. It is called from
~he main program.
OTHER
Subroutine OTHER is called from the main program and
acts as a driver for all 'types other than null, graphic,
packed, zoned and numeric decimal. It handles straight
binary, fixed point, and £1oating point types. In the case
of fixed point, it issues a call to FIXED. In the case
of floating point" it issues a call to FLORT. If other
transformation types occur. an error message is printed
out.
OUTPUR
Subroutine OUTPUR is called from the main program. It
updates the output ~eco~d counte~, w~ites out the ta~get·
I~eco~d number and fi I e numbe~ on the p~int fi 1e and p~ovides
the correct number of words to be written out. It issues
a call to subroutine RITE which writes out 1 record.
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PRKCON .
Subroutine PRKCON is called by eurroutine PZOEC. Given
the source graphic code, the corresponding target graphic
code is returned by table look-up (see Table 5.Q). It
operates similarly to TRBCON without the error messages.
PZDEC
Subroutine PZDEC is called from the main program. It
handles packed (IBM 360), zoned (IBM 360) and numeric (IBM
707Q) decimal transformations. In zoned and numeric
decimal, the sign is an over-punch on the last character.
In packed decimal, the sign is the rightmost digit. On
output, the sign is placed preceeding the leftmost digit.
One more character is necessary on output than input.
[UNCTIONS
The bit manipulation capabilities have been implemented
as machine dependent functions. lOR and IRND take advantage
of CDC 6500 Fortran. ICIRL, INORL, MKBIT and ITBIT use
functions programmed in assembly language that are available
in the LOGIC package under the MRCE operating system,
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IRND
The function IRND performe a logical RND between all
of the bits of two words. It. is implemented using .RND.
which is available under CDC 6500 Fortran.
IOR
The function lOR performs a logical OR between all of
the bi ts of two words. It is impl emented using .OR. which
is available on CDC 6500 Fortran.
ICIRL
The function ICIRL performs a circul ar 1eft shift of
all bits including the sign bit. Bits leaving the sign
bit are reentered on the right. The arguments are the
location of the word to be shifted and the number of bits
to be shifted left ci~cularly. It is implemented using
the ISHFTLR function avai 1abl"e in the LOGIC package.
INORL
The function INORL performs a left shift with zero fill
on the right. The arguments are the location of the wo~d
to be shifted and the numbe~ of bits to be shifted left.
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It is implemented using the ISHFTL function .available in
the LOGIC package.
MKBIT1
The function MKBIT1 sets a single bit to a one. The
a~guments are the location of the word in which the bit
is to be set and the position of the bit to be set to a
one. Bit positions decrease from left to right. That is
they go from 59 down to O. It is impl emented using ,the
T81T function avai 1abl e in the LOGIC package.
ITBIT
The function 1T81T returns the value of a single bit
in a word. The arguments are the location of the word in
which the bit is to be tested and the position of the bit
to be tested. Bit positions decrease from left to right.
That is they go from 59 down to O. It is impl emented using
the rerTON function avai 1abl e in the LOGIC pacl<age.
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TRBLES
There are flve major tables that were used dut""ing
implementation. They are (1) the type transformation table ,
(2) the all owabl e type transformation matrix, (3) the master
gr-aphic tabl8, (~) the packed and zoned decimal table and
(5) the computer attribute table. The computer attribute
table is located in the main program. The four other tables
are read in as data cards. The tables may be modified to
change graphit:: codes, add new graphic symbols, limit




The type t~ansfo~mation table consists of the type
numbsr-, the type name and the number of bits per" gr-aphic
character if the type is a member- of the graphic type.
The .... e are 2S possible types, 2 of which ar-8 undefined to
allow fot"" fur"ther expansion. See Table 5.1.
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Rllowable Type T~ansformation Matrix
The allowable type transformation matrix is implemented
as an input-output matrix (see Table 5.2). R 1 at the
intersection of input type and output type represents a
valid transformation while a 0 represents an invalid
trans! ormat ion. This table is referenced by subroutine
OKTRRN. Type numbers are the same as in Table 5.1 with
type 10+ representing types 10 ~o 25. Types 5 and 6 are
ovailable fot'" fLjtur-e expansion.
Table 5.2 Rllowable Type Transformation Matrix
OUTPUT TYPE NUMBER
1 2 3 q 5 6 7 8 9 10+
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
q 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
INPUT
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TYPE
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NUMBER
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
11 0
flast e ...... _Graphi c Tab 1e
The master gr-aphic table consists of 16 gt'"aphic character-
sets and allows up to 400 g ...... aphic symbols (see Table 5.3).
It has been constructed f ..... om graphics used in the test cases
discussed in Chapte ...... 3 plus tables f ...... om other manufactu ...... e ...... s.
The ini tial symbol names were chosen to be those specif.ied
by RNSI (FIPS PUB 1 1968). Othe~ symbol names we~e added
later. In the table, the numeric codes a ...... e placed on the
same card as the graphic symbol name. This allows new
numer-ic codes 0 ...... completely new tables to be added to the
existing master table. Once the source graphic code has
been ssl ected, this tabl e is pr-e-sorted on the sOUl~ce
graphic to provide easiet"" table rook-up by means of a dit""8Ct
pointer. The type numbe~s are the same as in Table 5.1.
Packed and Zoned Decimal Table
The packed and zoned decimal table is in the same format
as the master graphic table. It consists of 16 graphic
character sets and allows 16 graphic symbols (see Table
5.~). The graphics are the numerics (0 to 9) and 6 others
[or the plus and minus sign. The table is pre-sorted to
IBM 360 notation with decimal 12 as plus and decimal 13



































10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S
01 ~1 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 61 21 06 101 101 241 301
02 28 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 62 22 07 102 102 242 302
03 23 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 63 23 10 103 103 243 303
04 24 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 64 24 11 104 104 244 304
05 25 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 25 12 105 105 245 305
06 25 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 66 26 13 106 106 246 306
07 27 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 67 27 14 107 107 247 307
10 30 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 30 15 110 110 250 310
11 31 71 71 71 71 71 71 71 71 31 16·111 111 251 311
12 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 41 17 112 112 252 321
13 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 20 113 113 253 322
14 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 43 21 114 114 254 323
15 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 22 115 115 255 324
16 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 45 23 116 116 256 325
17 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 46 24 117 117 257 326
20 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 47 25 120 120 260 327
21 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 26 121 121 261 330
22 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 51 27 122 122 262 331
23 62 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 62 30 123 123 263 342
24 63 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 63 31 124 124 264 343
25 64 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 64 32 125 125 265 344
26 65 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 65 33 126 126 266 345
27 66 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 66 34 127 127 267 346
30 67 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 67 35 130 130 270 347
31 70 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 70 36 131 131 271 350
32 71 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 71 37 132 132 272 351
33 00 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 00 60 060 060 120 360
34 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 61 061 061 121 361
35 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 6~ 062 062 122 362
36 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 63 063 063 123 363
37 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 64 064 064 124 364
40 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 65 065 065 125 365
41 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 66 066 066 126 366
42 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 67 067 067 127 367
43 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 70 070 070 130370
44 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 71 071 071 131 371
Table 5.3, cont.
TYPE NUMBER
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
BLRNI< 55 60 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 05 040 040 100 100
COMMR 56 73 33 33 33 33 33 33 33 73 56 054 054 11 4 153
PERIOD 57 33 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 33 75 056 056 11 6 113
SEMICOLON 77 37 77 56 56 56 56 56 56 73 073 133 136
COLON 63 12 15 15 15 15 15 15 53 072 132 172
QUESTION MRRK 72 72 72 72 00 17 54 077 077 137 1S7
EXCLRMRTION PT. 52 52 52 52 77 55 041 041 101 132
RPOSTROPHE 14 14 14 57 72 047 107 175
QUOTRTION MRRKS 37 76 042 102 177
RMPERSRND 60 00 60 32 46 046 046 106 120
PERCENT 34 35 34 74 52 045 045 105 154
NUMBER SIGN 13 77 13 13 03 043 103 173
COMMERCIRL RT 14 17 14 14 00 100 240 174
LOZENGE 74 37 76
CENT SIGN 11 2
DOLLRR SIGN 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 53 47 044 104 133
RSTERISK 47 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 50 052 052 11 2 134
SLRNT 50 61 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 61 74 057 057 117 141
PLUS 45 20 60 60 60 60 72 60 42 053 053 11 3 11 6
MINUS 46 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 52 41 055 055 11 5 140
EQURLS 54 13 13 13 13 13 35 75 44 075 075 135 176
NOT EQURL 64 14 14 32
.LT. 72 32 72 76 76 76 76 76 36 43 074 074 134 11 4
.GT. 73 57 57 16 16 16 16 16 16 45 076 076 136 156
.LE. 74 15 15 57
.GE. 75 35 75 17 --N
Table 5.3, cant.
TYPE NUMBER
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
OPENING PRREN. 51 74 34 34 34 34 75 35 51 050 050 11 0 11 5CLOSING PRREN. . 52 34 74 74 74 74 55 55 40 051 051 111 135OPENING BRRCKET 61 17 17 75 75 75 75 74 12 01 133 273CLOSING BRRCKET 62 72 32 55 55 55 55 36 34 02 135 275OPENING BRRCE 173 373CLOSING BRRCE 175 375UP RRROW 70 55 55 40
DOWN RRROW 71 56 56
RIGHT RRROW 65 75 35
LEFT RRROW 77 72
R~JD 67 77 37
OR 66 52 52 117NOT 76 36 76 137IDENTITY 60 76 36
REVERSE SLRNT 36 36 36 36 37 57 134 274VERTICRL LINE 174 374OVERLI NE (TI LDE) 176 376UNDERLINE 100 137 277 155GRRVE RCCENT 137 HO 340CIRCUMFLEX 136 276X MULTIPLICRTION 52
MODE CHRNGE DELT 57 57 57 57 04
WORD SEPRRRTOR 35 35 35
RECORD MRRK HHV 32 32 32
TRPE MRRK 17 17 17
GROUP 11RRK HHHV 77 77 77
SEGMENT I·IRRK 37 37 37 --w
Table 5.3, cont.
TYPE NUMBER
10 11 12 13 14 15 1617181920 21 22 23 24 25
LOWER CRSE oR 141 141 341 201
LOWER CRSE B 142 142 342 202
LOWER CRSE C 143 143 343 203
LOWER CRSE D 144 144 344 204
LOWER CRSE E 145 145 345 205
LOWER CRSE F 146 146 346 206
LOWER CRSE G 147 147 347 207
LOWER CRSE H 150 150 350 210
LOWER CRSE I 151 151 351 211
LOWER CRSE J 152 152 352 221
LOWER CRSE K 153 153 353 222
LOWER CRSE L 154 154 354 223
LOWER CRSE M 155 155 355 224
LOWER CRSE N 156 156 356 225
LOWER CRSE 0 157 157 357 226
LOWER CRSE P 160 160 360 227
LOWER CASE Q 161 161 361 230
LOWER CASE R 162 162 362 231
LOWER CASE S 163 163 363 242
LOWER CASE T 164 164 364 243
LOWER CASE U 165 165 365 244
LOWER CRSE V 166 166 366 245
LOWER CASE W 167 167 367 246
LOWER CRSE X 170 170 370 247
LOWER CASE Y 1 71 17°1 371 250





































DEL .177 177 377
~
en
Table 5.q Packed and Zoned Decimal Table
.
. TYPE NUMBER
10 11 12 13 1q 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2q 25
0 33 00 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 00 60 060 060 120 360
1 3q 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 01 61 061 061 121 361
2 35 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 02 62 062 062 122 362
0 36 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 03 63 063 063 123 3630
4 37 Oq 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 04 64 064 064 124 364
5 qO 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 05 65 065 065 125 365
6 41 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 06 66 066 066 126 366
7 q2 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 07 67 067 067 127 367
8 q3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 70 070 070 130 370
9 H 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 71 071 071 131 371
UNDEFINED
UNDEFINED
PLUS 45 20 60 60 60 60 72 60 42 053 053 11 3 11 6





The computer attribute table contains the attributes
of a computer necessary to properly define data that
originated on the source computer. In the implemented
program, the. attributes· listed in Table 5.5' have been
incl-uded. There is ampl e space, 50 entries Df which 20
have val ue'S, to allow additional attributes that !-!Jere
































































SOURCE RND TRRGET DRTR DESCRIPTION
The input data necessar-y to de~cl""ibe the data description
of the source tape and the data descr-iption of the tar-get
tape may be found in the job, ii Ie and recot'"d descl'"iptor
data sheet (see Figure 5.2) and in the field descriptor
data sheet (see Figure 5.3) .
11EMORY RLLOCRTION RND TIMING
The program compiles on the CDC 6500 in less than 62,000
octal words and executes in leS5 than 52,000 octal words.
Timing is a function of the size of each physical record,
the number of physical records to -be processed on the tape
and the types of transfor-mation to be done. For- 1ar-ge
physical records of appr-oximately 5000 6-bit char-actel'"s
with a straight S-bit graphic transformation it will execute
as high as 5000 characters per second. For physical records
of 80 characters with straight 6-bit graphic transformation
it will execute at approximately 1500 characters per second.
More complicated data descriptions involving blocking
factors, 1eading bi ts to remove etc. UJi 11 run at about






Name, De:~rtment. Offic8, Phone. Cher~e Number
I:::::::: ~ ::::: :: :::::;::::::::::::I
1 Project De~cription
I ::::::::::::::::::::::: ;:;:;::;:::I
1 Known Inloj·m... tion (tape number. d,ms1ty, gt-llphic code, etc.)
I :::::::::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::I
5I I H",nu[acl"'r'''r of Source Computer' (left ju~tified)
15I I Model Numbe.. of Source Computer (left jU31:1(1ed)
25I I , Mllnuhctur'"er of To!Irget Computer (left justified)
35.1 ' f Model NLOI1ber of TZlrget Computer (1 ert justified)
lj Tracks (7 Or 9) (0 - end of job)
1a 20




















Total Numbe.. of Files to Proceee
P"rity (0 .. lI'Ven, 1 .. odd)
Number DC Blocks (Physical Records) per File
(0 unknO'Jln)
Bits per Chllrllr.ter on the Source Computer
(0 - defllult to tebles)
Olts per Char-ecter on the Target Computer
(0" default to table!»
Bit!> per Digit on the Sour~e Computer
(0 .. def~ul t to tab1 e!o)
B1o~~ing Factor (Number of Logl~al Re~ord~ per
Phy!oic:';'! Rocord) (0" un~nown)
H~eder 8it~ per Phy!oic~1 Record to Remove




I I I [
6 8
I I I I
10 15 .
I I I I I
17 26














(0 = last field de5CI~iptor)
Terminating Field Number





Target Value to be Used Later
as a Repeat Counter
(0 - No, 1 ~ Yes)
Repeat Field Descriptor Based
on Value Found in Field K
(0 = no repeat,
K = the field number)
Concatenate Last Target Field
With First Target Field on
Next Field Descriptor
(0 ~ No, 1 - Yes)
Output on Completion of This
Field Descr-iptor
(0 ~ No, 1 ~ Yes)
Figure 5.3 Field Descriptor Data Sheet.
point number- is approximately equivalent




Exclusive of initialization time (about eight seconds)
and tape read time (a variable that ranges between one
percent and twenty five percent of the total execLJtion
time), the pr-ogram wi 11 tl"'"ansform between 2500 and 3000
characters per second for an average run.
IMPLEMENTRTION CON~IDERRTION5
The original program was developed on the CDC 6500.
No special design effort was made to take advantage of this
computer however. In designing the system, there were
several ways to implement a pr-ocedur-e. Each of the ma~ot""
implementation considerations will now be discussed.
a) shifting routines - The nor-mal left shift and circular
left shift with zel'""o fill could have been replaced
by other shifting routines that could accomplish the
same end result with some program modifications.
Since there al'""e no guaranteed shifting instructions
that exist on all computel'""5, it is not possibl e to
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choose a universal subset. On a pat'"ticLil at'" comp~ltBr,
the impl ernentations of these two shifting routines
may not be optimum in either storage or execution
time.
b) bit testing routine - Rlthough this feature CQuld
have been implemented by shifting, masking and non
zero testing, a bit testing routine was used.
c) masking routines - The OR and RND capability were
implemented as functions. In CDC 6500 Fortran, the
.OR. and .RND. can be used for non-logical types.
However all references are in a function fOl'"m so that
the OR functions and the RND function can be changed
by an installation to use other routines.
El""ror Messages
The majority of the error
single subroutine (MESRGE). This
format statements since they
(TREEDi
be machine dependent.



















If the source computer has a word length longer than
the target computer, the fixed point data is examined to
determine if it will exceed the fixed point length of the
target computer. If the length is exceeded, the field is
flagged and the job is terminated. It is also assumed that
the binary point is to the right of the rightmost bit.
The user can circumvent these problems by specifying the
input field as more than one straight binary target field
~nd then per-for-ffi the tr-ansfot~mation himsel f. Rn exampl e
of this would be converting from fixed point on the CDC
6500 (SO-bit wot'"ds) to fixed point on an IBM 370 (32-bi t
IJJoyds) •
Spanning across physical files is not allowed. It is
assumed that if this is necessa~y, the use~ can concatenate
his £i' es in advance.
Up to 100 field desc~ipto~ ca~ds a~e allowed, the maximum
fiel d numbet- is 999 and the maximum numbe~ of 6-bi t
cha~acters pe~ physical record is 15000. If a field
descriptor card contains both
options, the output option is
concatenation and output
not exercised. I f the
physical record count is not ze~o, upon campl etion the
source tape will be positioned at the end of the last ~eco~d
requested.
In the current production version of the
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tape
transformation program, spanning across physical records
is not allowed, sentinel chec~ing has not been implemented,
flow contt"'ol has not been implemented, multiple reel jobs'
are not allowed, tape number requests are initiated with
job control cards, the source computer must be manually
selected and the graphic tables must be manually sorted
prior to a production run.
Rs the program was developed, test cases were run to
verify the different options. Included in these test cases
were nineteen of the twenty cases discussed in Chapter 3
(see Table 3.11). Features necessary for case 01 have not
been implemented yet. These twenty test cases can hest
be desc .... ibed in fUY'thel'"" detail by exarl1ining theiY' job, tape,
fi I e and t""ecoY'd desct""iptoY's as well as theit"" fiel d
descriptors (see Tables 5.6 and 5.7) . With minor
modifications to the RITE subroutine, case 11 verified the
possibility of using the program to create a source tape
compatible to the target computet"" when the taY'get system
was known in advance.
Table 5.6 Job, Tape, File and Recot-d Descr-iptol'"s for Test Cases
CASE
Cl Dl HI I1 Ie 13 14
SOURCE COMPUTER CDC PDP HIS IBM IBM IBM IBM
651)0 11/45 6000 360 360 370.1'155 360/6~
TARGET COMPUTER IBM CDC CDC CDC CDC CDC CDC
360 6500 650. 6500 '6500 6500 6500
TOTAL NUMBER OF REELS e 1 1 1 1 1
NUMBER OF TRACKS ON 7 7 7 • • 7 •ORIGINAL SDURC~ TAPE
DENSITY (:BITS PER INCH) a•• aOO 556 aOo eoo aoo a••
CDC 6500 INPUT TAPE
PARITY ODD ODD E"JEN ODD EVEN EVEN ODD
NUMBER OF PH ....SICAL FILES 14 e 1 I , e4
SOURCE BITS PER CHARACTER 6 ,e 6 a 6 6 a
TARGET BITS PER CHARACTER a 6 • • • 6 6
SOURCE BITS PER DIGIT 4
LOGICAL RECORDS SPAN HO HO HO MO NO NO NO
ACROSS PHYSICAL RECDRDS
BLOCKING FACTOR 3. 6.4 , a. 1 e 80
HEADER CHARACTERS TO REMOVE NO NO NO NO YES NO NO
PER PHYSICAL RECORD





Nl "2 S1 Ul U2 U3
SOURCE COMPUTER MDDClJMP . MODGONP SIEMENS UNIVAC UNIVAC UNIVAC
III III 1108 11 De 1106
TARGET COl1PUTER CDC CDC CDC CDC. CDC CDC
6500 6500 6500 6500 6500 6500
TOTAL NUMBER OF REELS 1 1 I 1 1 1
NUMBER DF TRACKS ON 7 7 • 7 • 7ORIGINAL SOURCE TAPE
DENSITY (BITS PER INCH) 800 800 800 800 800 556CDC 6500 INPUT TAPE
PARITY ODD ODD ODD ODD ODD EVEN
NUMBER OF PHYSICAL FILES I 1 1 1 1 1
SOURCE BITS PER CHARACTER 7 e 6 6 6
TARGET BITS PER CHARACTER 6 6 6 6 6
SOURCE BITS PER DIGIT
LOGICAL RECORDS SPAN "0 NO YES YES YESACROSS PHYSICAL RECORDS
BLOCKING FACTOR 40 1 VARIABLE VARIABLE VARIABLE
HEADER CHARACTERS TO REMOVE "0 '10 YES YES YESPER PHYSICAL RECORD
LARGEST PHYSICAL RECORD eo 80 10764 1.3:44 1344<IN SOURCE CHARACTERS)
-"~
Table 5.7 Fiel d Descr-iptoY"s fot'" Test Cases
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CASE
Cl Dl HI 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
UNIT TYPE
"-BITS XCHARACTERS X X X X X X X X X X~ORDS X
FIELD TYPE





WDISPLAY (CDC 6~OO) IN OUT OUT OUT· OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUTBeDIC <ALTERNATE)
INBenle <PRINCIPLE) IN INBCD BASIC
INBCD BASIC + 7 INBCD (UNIVAC 1108)
rlELDATA (UNIVAC 1108)
ASCII <7-BIT>
EBCDIC OUT IN IN INOTHER (12-BIT ASCII) IN
VARIABLE LENGTH LOGICAL RECORDS
CONCATENATED OUTPUT FIELDS X X X X
OUTPUT CONTROL X X X X
SENT lt~EL CONTROL
Table 5.7 J cant.
CASE
18 19 110 111 MI M2 £1 U1 U2 U3
UNIT TYPE
BITS " X " " " XCHARACTERS X X " " X " X X~ORDS "FIELD TVPE




DISPLAV (CDC 6500) OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT OUT
BCDIe (ALTERNATE) IN IN
BenIe (PRINCIPLE)
BCD BASIC
BCD BASIC + 7
BCD (UNIVAC 1108) IN




VARIABLE LENGTH LOGICAL RECORDS X " "CONCATENATED OUTPUT FIELDS " " X X "OUTPUT CONTROL " " " " " "SENTINEL COtITRDl X " X "
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MRCHINE INDEPENDENCE
Since the major issue of this thesis is I'portability~,
it was felt that the tape transformation program should
be as portable as possible.
The program, excluding octal and entry, meets the RNSI
standards as specified under the Minnesota Fortran
Compiler(MNF). It is currently being compiled, with minor
modifications, under both Fortran G on an IBM 370/155 and
the Fortran available on the PDP 11!~S. The machine
dependent portions of the program are identified and
separated from the main program. The most flagrant
violations of machine ind~pendence are in the dimension
and common statements that assume 10 characters per word
and the capability to read and write octal numbers. With
minor modifications, a proper read package and bit
manipulation facilities, this program can successfully run
on another computer with a Fortran compiler.
In order to compile the tape transformation program on
another computer, the following steps should be taken:
1) Run all subroutines and the main program through
the Fortran compiler of the target computer.
2) Change dimension and common statements to reflect
size of arrays necessary for sufficient characters.
1 31
3) Change format, read and write statements to reflect
maximum number of characters per'word.
LI) Recode read (TREED) and wt'"i te (RITE) subt-outines
to reflect new computer dependencies.
5) Recode functions to allow bit shifting capabilities
and bit testing.
6) Recode all remaining machine dependent subroutines.
7) Correct all errors.
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CHRPTER 6
OPERRTIONRL GUIDELINES FOR MRGNETIC TRPE INTERCHRNGE
GENERRL COMMENTS
Th~ standards and guidel ines for- magnetic tape,_,
interchange that exist were discussed in Chapter 3. Rs
has been noted, the guidel ines and standards ar-e nc,t V81'"y
definitive and for this reason one may expect to receive
magnetic tapes are in various formats. What is needed then
are realistic guidelines to follow when generating a source
tape to be used elsewhere and then some techniques to
~ransform the source tape to a target tape once it arrives.
GENERRTION OF RCCEPTRBLE TRPES
Excluding physical constraints, the fiY"st step in
generating acceptable tapes that will be readable at other
installations is being able to properly describe the data
that resides on the tape.
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J~ Data Description
The necessary parameters to describe the contents of
a tape must be sent with the tape. One can never assume
that the recipient of the tape is completely knowledgeable
regarding its contents and f.ormat. To alleviate this
problem, it is suggested that the following parameters be
sent.
Manufacturer and model number of the source computer
Manufacturer and model number of the tape drive
Total number of reels
Number of tracks on each reel
Densi ty of each real (in bi t5 per 1ineal inch)
Total number of physical f11 as on each reel
Total number of logical f11 es in each physical £i 1e"
Parity of each logical and physical file
Number of physical records in each physical file
Number of logical records per physical record (blocking
factor)
Maximum number of characters per physical record
Number of bit5 per character or byte
Number of bits per digit
Number of bits per word
Data description of each field
Contents of internal labels if they are used
Rdditional Requirements
In addi tion to the magnetic tape and a description of-
its contents, a listing, graphic tables, tape control cards,
and decompression algorithms should be sent. External
\ "-::,
\-
labels should be placed on the tape reel and a convention
for multiple reel jobs should be furnished.
Listing
R listing of the contents of the tape should be sent
along with the tape. Regardless of the expense of producing
and mailing this listing, it provides the recipient of the
data with what he should find ~n the tape. The absence
of a listing may result in excessive time consumed in
transforming the tape since the recipient has only a vauge
idea as to its contents. The actual contents of the tape
may not necessarily conform to the listing due to
decompressed data or the utility routine that placed the
data on the tape.
Graphic Tables
The graphic symbols of the source computer and their
cort'"esponcling numeric code should also accompany the tape.
This allows the recipient to determine which graphic symbols
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Qt""8 different betl,IJeen the source computer and the tat'""get
computer. I1: also allows him to· determine if the numeric
code for a specific graphic symbol is the same on both the
sout'""ce and target computer-5. Thet"'"8 Gll'"8 no standard graphic
tables in use today since "most installations make at least
one minor change. These tables generally exist in
programming or installation manuals that are available at
the site of the source computer.
Tape Control Cards
R listing of the control cards that generated the source
tape should also be sent. Control cards are V8r-y ·useful
even if the source computer and its operating system al""8
very different from those of the target computer. They
provide a frame of reference in which further questions
may be asked if needed. For exampl e, IBM 360/370 job
control cards provide valuable information about the
contents of a tape even to non IBM installations.
Consider the two following examples:
1) DCB~(RECFM~F.LRECL-5130.BLKSIZE-5130).LRBEL=(.NL)
2) DCB~(RECFM~FB.LRECL=80.BLKSIZE=2400.DEN~2,TRTCH=ET)
In exampl e 1, the 1ogic~l record size (LRECL) is 5130
characters, blocksize (BLKSIZE) is 5130 chavacters and there
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al~e no 1abel 5 (f\JL). Therefore we have an un! abell ed tape
with a blocking factor- of one with 5130 characters per
physical recor-d. In example 2, the logical recor-d size
is 80 characters, blocksize is 2*00 characters, density
(DEN) is 800 bpi and even par-ity with tt""anslation to provide
8 to 6 bit translation (ET). Therefore the tape has a
blocking factor of 30 with 2*00 6-bit characters per
physical record at 800 bpi.
Decompression Rlgorithm
If the tape must be sent in a compressed form, the
algorithm for decompression should also be sent since
without it the user will not be able to extract the data.
The algorithm describes exactly how to extract the data
from the tape. If the decompression algorithm can not be
pl~oper-l y descr-ibed, this is a very str-ong indication that
the tape shou I d not be sent in t'hi s for-mat.
Multiple Reels
On multiple reel jobs, a physical end of file should
be wr-itten before the end of tape r-eflective mark. In most
cases, the curr-ent physical r-ecord is completed on wr-iting
after- an end of tape l'"efJective spot is r-eached. On I'"eading
howevel'", it is left to the useI'" to know how many physical
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~eco~d5 exist on his reel of tape. Rll systems do not
handle the end of tape reel reflective condition in the
same way. For example, the CDC 60Q tape drives have
difficulty reading data within four inches of the reflective
mark. One solution to this problem is always to have an
end of file mark at least one foot before the end of tape
reflective mark.
External Tape Labels
R tope label should be placed on the reel of tape (not
the container or cannister) containing as much information
as possible. This label should contain pertinent
information about the characteristics of each file such
as the number of tracks, density, number of files, parity,
graphic code, blocking factors and number of records in
each file.
STEPS FOR R SUCCESSFUL TRPE TRRNSFORMRTION
The use~ must always be awaF8 that tapes tend to be
machine dependent as well as operating system dependent.
Rs we find out more about the tape, we are able to proceed
further with the transformation. Thus the process of
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transformation is iterative in nature.
There are two programs that are necessary if the user
is to successfully transform a tape. He needs a universal
tape dump program which mayor may not be present 1n the
utility routines in the operating system. He also needs
a tape transformation program. In addition, he needs to
be aware of the transformation process, manual techniques
for tape transformation and possible causes of errors that
may occur when reading magnetic tapes. These topics are
now discussed.
Universal Tape Dump
For tapes whose contents are unknown, a tape dump is
used to establish density,. parity and the exact contents
of the tape prior to its transformation. It can also be
used to 5uppl y a first guess ,as to the contents of the tape.
The use~ must also have the capability of being able to
dump the o~iginal tape even afte~ the transformation has
occurred. With a tape dump it is often possible to locate
portions of invalid data due to bit d~opouts o~ minor tape
malfunctions. When supplied with this additional
information the input data description can be modified to
help p~oduce valid data.
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Tape Transformation Program
This program should consist of the topics covered in
chapter q. Rn impl ementation was discussed in Chapter 5.
Before starting the proce5s, the user should gather all
information available to him. This hopefully should consist
of the items that have been mentioned earlier in this
chapter under the generation of acceptable tapes.
There is a 7 step man-machine process that generally
takes pl ace dUl"'ing the transfol"'"mation of a tape from one
that is acceptable for the source computer to one that is
acceptable to the target computer. Rssuming that the tape
is physical I y compatibl e as to the number of tracks and-
the l.uidth of the tape that are aval 1abl e on the target
machine, these 7 steps are:
",) Check the densi ty of each source tape and the parity
of each file.
2) Count the number of physical records per file.
Verify that all "of the files are there that are
supposed to be there. Identify poss~bt'e tape en~ors.
R count of words, bytes or characters per physical
record wi I I often give an indication as to the
HO
contents of the tape.
3) Dump the first few physical records of each £.i 1e
in e1 ther- octal, decimal 01'". hexadecimal to verify
the suggested transformation code. If the output
of step 2 looks different than was expected, dump
the entire contents of eacl, file. It is better to
do this now than to waste time later.
4) Make a short test ,un using the suspected
transformation code to verify that it is correct.
If it is not correct, use another transformation
code or modify the current one and repeat this step.
If no errors occur then
5) Make a complete I"'un to find
these errors if possible.
skip to step 7.
6) Make a final run.
all et"'Tor-s. Carr-eet
7) Verify that the target tape was generated correctly.
Steps 1 thr-ough 3 above can be accompl ished using a
unive~sal tape dump p~og~am. Steps ~ th~ough 6 ~equire
a ~ape t~ansfo~mation p~ogram. Step 7 requires an utility
routine capable of verifying that the target tape was
cl~eated wi thout physical er~or5.
1~ 1
Manual Technigu85 for Tape.Transformation
If the content.e. of the tape are unl<nown or partial I y
unknown, ther-e: ar-a several techniques that may be used to
help ascertain the graphic code.
1) Dump the tape and look for- occw-rences of bl an1<5.
If the contents of the tape are card images, strings
of bl anks may occur. This gives a hint as to Il.lhich
possible code to try.
examples of blank strings in octal:
5555555555 implIes CDC 6500 Display code
6060606060 implies internal BCD
2020202020 imp! ies Bxter-nal BCD
0505050505 implies Univac 1108 Fieldata
200~0100200~0100 implies EBCDIC
2) Look for other characters such as a string of
asterisks, doll ar- signs, minus signs, etc. that
are repeated. Many programmers USB these characters
to separate sections of code.
examples of asterisk strings in octal:
~7~7~7~7~7 implies CDC 6500 Display code
5~54545q5~ implies BCD (external or internal)
5050505050 implies Univac 1108 Fieldata
2705613~2705613~ implies EBCDIC
1~2
examples of dollar- sign stFings in octal:
5353535353 implies CDC 6500 Display code o~ BCD
~7~7~7~7~7 implies Univac 110B Fieldata
2665553326655533 implies EBCDIC
exampl·es of minus sign stt""ings in octal:
~6~6q646q6 implies CDC 6500 Display code
40L.J.OLJ040L.J.O impl ies BCD (extet""nal or intel~nal)
4141414141 implies Univac 1108 Fieldata
300601~0300601~0 implies EBCDIC
3) Look for expected pattet""ns. In pat"'"ticul ar-, if we
know we at""e tt""ying to transfot""m a Fortran program,
there should be several card images that· have a C
in column one. Thus we can take this numeric code
in column one and back into the graphic symbol with
the help of the master graphic table.
exampl e of a "e" in octal:
03 implies CDC 6500 Display code
23 implies intef"'"nal BCD
63 imp! ies exter-nal BCD
10 implies Univac 110B Fieldata
303 implies EBCDIC
1~3
q) If the tape is compressed, loak fot'"" special
characters that are used to replace sequences of
characters. Examples include replacing 5 blanks
by 3% or replacing 9 zeroes by 7# where % and # are
special characters used for compression flags.
5) Tel ephene the person responsibl e for genet~ating the
tape for additional information.
Once the code has been ascertained, it may be necessary
to identify the oper-ating system that produced it.
1) Look for the control words or symbols at the 51:a ..... t
of each file or r-ecord.
2) Look fol'" repeating codes that appear as end of 1ins"
sentinels, end of record sentinels and end of file
sentinels.
examples in octal:
a) 1632 in the rightmost 12 bits of a word implies
a CDC 6500 SCOPE tape
b) 0000 in the rightmost 12 bits of a word implies
a CDC 6500 MRCE tape
If the tape appears to be an unknown BCD,
steps should be useful.
the following
1) Use BCD Basic as the source code. This wi 11
transform the numerics 0 to 9 and the letters R to Z.
1 ~~
2) I f BCD Basic looks COl'""r-sct I assume that per-lod,
blank, minus, slash, asterisk, dollar sign and comma
wi I J tr-ansform correctl y. Use Basic BCD + 7 as the
source code.
3) If we have a Fortran pr-ogr-am, it should be obvious
after the first run which are the opening and closing
parenthesis, equals and plus sign. The r-smaining
characters may not be as easy.
4) Rfter as r'lany char-acter-s have been ascertained as
possible, phone the sender- and ask hi~ to look on
his listing to see which graphic symbol is used for-
the missing numdric codes.
If the tape is not compr-essed and it is not graphic,
it could be eithel"" straight binary, fixed point or floating
point. If the r-ange of data is I.mown, all transfo....mations
can be tried as a fi~st guess befo~e telephoning the person
~esponsible fo~ gene~ating the sou~ce tape.
Magnetic Tape E~~O~5
If persistent tape er~ors occur on ~eading the source
tape, it can be either the source tape or the tape drive
that is malfunctioning on the target compute~. If it is
suspected that the sou~ce tape is acceptable, the following
HS
questions should be asked:
1) How often are the tape drives cleaned?
2) Is it possible that the tape occupying the tape drive
immediately preceeding yours was a dirty tape?
3) How reliable are the tape drives? Have other users
been having problems with the tape drives? Is there
a specific tape drive that has been giving p~oblem5?
If the Source tape is suspect, it may be due to one of
the following pt'"nbl ems.
1) The bits on the tape are skewed. This happ~n5 when
the write head on the tape drive is not perpendicular
to the magnetic tape.
2) The recorded density is not within specifications.
This can be checked by developing the tape.
3) The tape is of poor quality. It may be old, dirty,
have creases in it or in general a bad tape.
CHRPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH AREAS
CONCLUSIONS
R procedure has been described which will transform a
magnetic tape generated on a source computer to one that
is acceptable on a target computer. The design ,has been
of a modular form so that improvements can be easily made.
The implementation has shown that tape transformation can
be removed from requiring the user to revert to the level
of assembly language programming. Raide from transforming
tapes, the implementation has been useful in identifying
and locating special graphic symbols. In particular,
machine dependent programming has been observed when the
only occurrences of a graphic symbol appear only in comment
statements in Fortran programs.
The major contributions that have been made are:
1. Developing a methodology and a p~og~am suitable as
a tool fo~ use~s so that they can transform their
own tapes.
1~ 7
2. Developing a data description that allows the U5e~
to define the contents of his magnetic tape.
3. Placing the transformation of tapes at a higher level
than assembly language programming.
~. Identifying machine dependent and machine independent
s8ctions o-f th'e transfot"'mation process.
5. Providing rea 115t1c guide 1ines f 01" magnetic ,tape
interchange.
EXTENSIONS RND FURTHER RESERRCH
There are several instances where transforming a magnetic
tape using remote batch facilities takes a considerable
amount of elapsed time before the transformation is
complete. This suggests extending the approach described
in Chapter q to include an interactive mode. The user could
then be presented with and examine more possibilities which
in tut'"n coul d t'"esul t in fastet'" tt'"ansfot'"mation of the tape.
The apPt'"oach discussed in Chaptst'" q"is optimal neithet'"
in time nor in space. If it wet'"e possible to pt'"opet'"ly
desct'"ibe the data on the magnetic tape, aftet'" a limited
numbet'" of itet'"ations, the resulting program could then be
passed through a t'"Bot'"ganizBt'" that would produce mot'"B
H8
reSLllts in this area that can be used.
pl""ocessing time on V8r-y large job:? would mOl""8
this extension.
sf ficient code. Nyl in (1972) has obtained some. useful
The sc:vings of
than j usti fy
The model has been presented to allow impl ementation
of an algorithm on a target computer to tr-ansform a. source
tape to a target tape. The model could be expanded to
incl ude a host computer for the al gari thm. Thus, a soul""ce
tape could be transformed on a host computer into a suitable
"l:a1""88t tape for the target computer IJJhen the target system
was well defined.
Thet""8 are type limitations imposed on the approach in
Chapter q that could be relaxed. The user may wish to
transform etraight binary fields to fixed point fields or
floating point fields, etc. Rl lowing these additional type
transfonnations extends the useful ness of the approach.
R much larger task would be to expand the model and the
approach to allouJ for data description on non-sequential
devices such as disks ot'"" dt'""ums. This infet'""s allowing an
addi tional dimension to be ref erenced and understanding
the techniqu~5 used to place data on these devices. The
impact of these devices on magnetic tape has already been
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